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Dedication
It is nearly a decade since Father Connell assumed the responsibilities
of Principal ot Baghdad College, and undertook his labors with a tireless
enthusiasm that never waned with the passing years. Although his days
have been occupied with endless details of administration, yet he has
always manifested a sincere and personal interest in each student ot the
school, and encouraged our extracurricular activities with unwavering
support. With all of us he has shared the joys and sorrows, the defeats
and triumphs that are an inevitable part of school life. In recognition of
his long years of service and his wholehearted devotion to the ideals of
Baghdad College, and in gratitude for his guidance and direction, the
Senior Class is privileged to dedicate the 1952 Al Iraqi to our friend
and Principal, Reverend Joseph P. Connell, S.J.
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ENIORCLAS
ADNAN TAWFIQ SHARIF
One of the youngest boys in our class . . . gifted with a pleasant sense
of humor and wore a winning smile . . . never ruffled by the cares of
the day . . . enjoyed many a discussion with his classmates and took a
real interest in the Debating Society ... a specialist in Arabic litera-
ture
. .
. plans to enter Commercial College.
Debating Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
ALEXANDER BOGHOS BOGHOSSIAN
An earnest student who has won many testimonials for excellence in
studies . . physics and mathematics have been his favorite subjects . .
.
an active member of the Scientific Society and a regular patron of the
science library . . . reading was his favorite hobby . . . future plans call
for advanced studies in chemical engineering.
Scientific Society 4, 5 (Recording Secretary) ; Debating Society 4, 5 ;
Intramural Sports.
ANDREW JAMIL QASHAT
A sincere and friendly classmate . . . always busy with some project . .
.
an active member of the Sodality . . . followed the school program of
sports with real pleasure . . . interested especially in scientific studies
and was faithful to the daily assignments . . . Andrew will continue his
studies after graduation and the class wishes him success.
Sodality 5 ; Intramural Sports.
ANIS SHAMIL AL-ATTAR
A generous member of the library staff for four years . . . took part in
elocution contests and was an enthusiastic member of the Debating
Society
. . .
fond of reading Arabic and English literature
. . .
wrote
imaginative compositions with genuine pleasure ... to be a civil engi-
neer is his ambition for the future.
Library Staff 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 5.
APISIGHUM HAGOP JULAKIAN
Travelled to school each day on his bicycle . . . spent long hours on his
algebra problems
. . .
during his spare moments he enjoyed working on
electrical machines
. . .
baseball was his favorite [sport and he played
on the 5A class team
. .
. faithful member of the Scientific Society . . .
electrical engineering will be his life's work.
Debating Society 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
ASAD TAWFIQ QASIR
A friendly manner has won Asad many friends . . . drove a£new car
around the city . . . always ready for a game of table tennis . . . geome-
try was his favorite subject . . . took an active part in school affairs . .
.
enjoyed a discussion in the "school garden
. . .
mechanical engineering
is'his chosen field.
Sacred Heart League 2, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
CHARLES NAJ1B KASSAB
Always manifested an abundance of school spirit
. . . kept score at the
basketball games . . . rode around the city on his bicycle . . . favorite
study was physics
. . . generous and co-operative when a job had to be
done ... a variety of occupations occupied his spare time
. . .
plans to
continue his 9tudies next year.
Sacred Heart League 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Sodality 4, 5 ; Debating Society 5 •
Intramural Sports.
CLARENCE JOSEPH BURBY
A member of many school activities
. . . never known to be perturbed
or excited
. . .
English literature was his favorite subject
. .
. wrote an
excellent composition
. .
. Recording Secretary of the Sodality
. .
. helped
Father Miff in the library after classes
. . .
career in engineering has a
strong appeal.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 (Recording Secretary); Debating Society 4, 5; Scien-
tific Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
EDGAR EDWARD ARIS
A distinguished member of the]Dramatic Society
.
. . climaxed his ca-
reer in the « Captain of the Gate » . . . well versed in both Arabic and
English literature .
.
. took a leading part in intramural sports .
. .
duringjvacations he found time for hunting and swimming . . . one of
the best orators in the Debating Society . . . plans to enter Law School.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League^l, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Treasurer);
Sanctuary Society 1, 2. 3 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society
2, 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
EDWIN KURISH SHLA1MUN
A quiet but industrious member of the class . . . found chemistry classes
a real pleasure . . . liked a mystery story and went to see them often at
the cinema ... a stamp collector in his spare moments . . . occasionally
seen in the midst of a discussion at the canteen . . . aspires to enter
Royal Medical College.
Scientific Society 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Library Staff 5.
FAIQ NAUM BURAJI
A boy with plenty of energy
. . . one of the champion handball players
of the school
. . .
distinguished by his loud, clear voice
.
. .
starred in
one of the dramatic productions this year ... a stamp collector in his
spare time ... a good conversationalist ... his ambition in life is to be
a doctor.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
FAISAL MUHAMMAD RAHMATALLAH
Popular and talented member of the class . . . rated mathematics and
physics as his favorite studies ... a winner of testimonials . . . played
on the varsity football, basketball and baseball teams . . . won medals
in tennis and handball . . . work in the laboratory was a pleasure for
him
. . .
will study engineering abroad after graduation.
Al Iraqi Stajf 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; Handball Finals 1, 2, 3,4, 5;
Varsity Basketball Team 3, 4 ; Varsity Football Team 2, 3, 5 ; Tennis
Finals 5 ; Intramural Sports.
FUAD DAUD AL-WATTAR
A pillar of the basketball teams . . . played regularly on the Interme-
diate and Secondary squads ... a cheerful and friendly disposition has
won him many friends . . . named physics as his favorite study . . . took
part in all intramural games... a veteran of the boarding house .. .
plans to enter business in Baghdad.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Volleyball Team 4 ; Varsity Basketball Team
2, 3,^4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
GARABET AGOP GABRIEL
A representative of the city of Basra
. .
.
frequently a class leader in
studies
. . . shared his knowledge of physics with the boarders ... bi-
cycle picnics were much to his liking ... a good sense of humor helped
him to look on the bright side of life . . . happy when working with
radios ... a future radio engineer.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 3, 4 (Secretary), 5 ; Sanctuary
Society 1,2, 3, 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 2 ; Debating Society 4, 5.
GEORGE PAUL MALAK
A hardworking student from Kirkuk . . . twin brother of James ... an
outstanding athlete, George took part in all sports
. .
. informed us
that football was his favorite game . . . found chemistry classes most
enjoyable
. . .
often seen on the tennis courts on his free afternoons
. .
.
the study of medicine will occupy his next few years.
Sacred Heart League 1 ; Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity
Basketball Team 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Varsity Football Team 2. 3, 4, 5 ; Volley-
ball Team 4 ; Tennis Finals 3. 5 ; Intramural Sports.
HAGOP SAMUEL LAJIN1AN
His smile was an indication of his happy disposition . . . always good
for a song on the class picnics . . . enjoyed watching the baseball games
during noon recreations
. . .
liked a good detective story when time
permitted . . . interested in biology and mathematics . . . walked to
school each day . . . hopes to make advanced studies in electrical
engineering.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 : Intramural Sports.
HALIM SUADI ATIYYA
Frequent member of honor roll during his years at Baghdad College
. . .
native son of Diwaniyya
. . .
spent many a happy hour by the radio in
the boarding house ... a capable athlete with a strong preference for
basketball . . . Arabic literature was much to his liking ... an avid reader
of books . . . plans to study political economy.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Al Iraqi Staff 5 ; Varsity
Basketball Team'fi; Intramural Sports.
HANA MAHMUD JAWAD AL-RAHIM
Quiet and studious by nature, Hana has a wide circle of friends . . .
always among the first to sign up for a class picnic . . . watched the
intramural games with the greatest pleasure . . . earned excellent marks
in his Arabic studies . . . listens to the radio as his favorite diver-
sion
. . .
political economy is his chosen work.
Scientific Society 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
HARITH YUSUF FARAJ
An active and generous member of^the Sodality
. . . has a special!liking
for the study of botany . . . frequently seen in group discussions in the
school garden . . . traveled around the city on his bicycle ... an expert
swimmer, he was often seen at the river during the summer months
. .
.
will enter Commercial College.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4 ; Intra-
mural Sports.
HARITH TAWFIQ YUNAN
Intrigued by experiments in the laboratory .
. . preferred physics to his
other subjects
. . .
habitually wore a friendly smile
. . . spent many a
happy hour at the tennis courts ... has a very fine stamp collection
. .
.
a loyal Sodalist, he was ever present at the meetings ... a handball
enthusiast ... his ambition is to become a mechanical engineer.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4 ; Intramural Sports.
HAZIM ABDUL-HADI AL-CHALIBI
A student with many and varied interests . . . studied French in his
spare moments . . . travelled extensively and he has a broad outlook on
life . . . has read widely) in English literature . . . consistent winner of
testimonials in Arabic studies ... a good conversationalist and was
always ready for a discussion ... a future doctor.
Al Iraqi Staff, 5 ; Debating Society 5.
HIKMAT NAUM ANTUN
Of a quiet and retiring nature, Hikmat has always been popular with
his classmates
.
. .
favorite pastime was reading scientific books
. . . has
always maintained an enthusiastic interest in track events
. . . could
be seen around the canteen during times of recreation . . . enjoyed a
good cinema ... a career in engineering is his ambition.
Intramural Sports.
HISHAM AHMAD AL-RAWI
Plenty of enthusiasm and spirit characterize Hisham
. . . always in a
hurry ... a valuable member of his class athletic teams ... a real
baseball fan
. . .
has journeyed to many parts of the world
. . .
often
seen driving the family car around the city
.
. .
always had a good time
on the class picnics
. . .
will study engineering after graduation.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
ISMAIL MUHAMMAD ISMAIL
A serious and cheerful member of the class . . . never satisfied until he
understood the problems in physics
. . .
has read many of the books in
the science library ... a prominent member of the Debating Society . . .
his friends could find him on the tennis courts playing his favorite
game . . . aircraft engineering will be his future work.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
JAMES PAUL MALAK
Here is the second of the Malak twins from Kirkuk... musically
inclined, James has entertained the boarders often with his violin . . .
held membership in the religious activities of the school... a delightful
sense of humor... regular patron of the cinema.., will enter Commer-
cial College in preparation for a career in business.
Sacred Heart League. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Sanctuary Society 1,2, 3, 4, 5 ;
Scientific Society 5.
JANAN EMMAMUEL ALLOS
A conscientious student who spent his time profitably . . . regular mem-
ber of the honor roll and often a class leader . . . visited the school
chapel daily
. . ,
studied shorthand and French during the summer . . .
a Sodality promoter in his native city of Mosul ... an energetic tennis
player
. . . future plans uncertain but will continue studies.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 (Vice-president) ; Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ;
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ;
Library Staff 2, 3.
JOHN MINAS HANNA
One of the star baseball players in the school . . . pitched for his class
each year
. . .
read books and newspapers as a hobby . . . never missed
the class picnics
. .
. valuable member of the school track team . . .
scientific studies were his main scholastic interest . .
.
puts down petrol
engineering as his future work.
Scientific Society 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Varsity Track Team 5 ;
Varsity Baseball Team 3, 4 ; Intramural Sports.
JOSEPH ANWAR AZZU
Quiet and unassuming, Joseph worked faithfully at his daily tasks . . .
found time for a daily visit to the school chapel . . . enthusiastic member
of the Debating Society and a loyal Sodalist . . . spent many hours on
biology, his favorite subject . . . collected stamps as a hobby . . . plans
call for medical studies.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 5 ; Debating Society 5.
KAMAL FATTUHI MURAD
Joined many activities during his school days... has a reputation for
being frank at all times . . . played the accordion on school picnics . . .
chief scholastic interest was chemistry . . . rushed for the tennis courts
after school . . . secretary of the Debating Society . . . has made plans
to go abroad for study of chemical engineering.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 4, 5 ;
Debating Society 4, 5 (Secretary); Intramural Sports.
KHAJAK KRIKOR MARASHLIAN
Class artist ... art editor of Al Iraqi for three years . . . his numerous
posters on bulletin boards admired by all . . . pitched his class teams to
many a victory . . . generous and cheerful at all times . . . long distance
runner on the track team ... an apt student . . . tells us civil engineer-
ing is his ambition.
Al Iraqi Staff 3, 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5
(Vice-President); Varsity Track Team 3, 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
KRIKOR HART1YUN MAMIKUNIAN
A diligent student who won many laurels by his hard work . . . served
as president of the Scientific Society . . . took part in intramural
games . . . swimming was his favorite sport . . . showed talent in drama-
tic productions . . . enjoyed a good book in his spare moments . . .
his success in engineering is assured.
Scientific Society 4, 5 (President); Debating Society 4, 5 ; Al Iraqi
Staff 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
MIKHAIL BUDAKH MARUKIL
Frequent visitor to the school library and libraries in the city . . . author
of many good compositions in English . . . took an active part in the
Scientific Society . . . usually the first in class to solve problems in
geometry ... an expert handball player . . . has a fondness for popular
music . . . will enter business after graduation.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4 ; Intramural Sports.
MUDHAFFAR BUTROS HABBOSH
A familiar figure in the school garden, engaged in conversation . . . one
of the youngest members of the class . . . took his problems in biology
to Father Gerry . . . always willing to spend extra hours in laboratory
work . . . liked to watch the baseball games . . . future plans uncertain
but will continue his studies.
Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5.
NAIM SAID RUMAYYIH
Nairn was known as everyone's friend ... a serious student who was
faithful to the daily assignment
. . .
his questions in class cleared up
many of our difficulties . . . English classes were his favorites . . . ap-
peared in the boxing tournaments each year .
.
. hopes to enter Royal
Medical College upon completing his studies.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Boxing Finals 2 ; Intramural Sports.
NAJI SAID NASHMI
Compiled an enviable scholastic record during his school years . . .
mathematics came easy to him
. .
. noted for his clear, precise answer
to a difficulty ... a good imagination displayed in his compositions . . .
handball and baseball were his favorite relaxations . . . treasurer of
Scientific Society ... a successful career in industrial chemistry
beckons Naji.
Scientific Society 4, 5 (Treasurer) ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Al Iraqi
Staffs ; Intramural Sports.
PETROS JOHN ISHU
A leading member of many school activities . . . served as executive
secretary of the Scientific Society
.
. . always paid close attention in
class
. . . has a special liking for the study of biology . . . never missed
the class picnics ... an active participant in the intramural sports
program
. . .
will continue studies at Royal Medical College.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 4, 5
(Executive Secretary)
; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
QIDAR HAZIM SHEMDIN
Can tell you all about Zakho, his native town . . .oldest of four brothers
in the school ... a polished speaker and president of the Debating
Society . . . reading English novels in his hobby ... a leading light of
the Dramatic Society . . . played a good game of baseball . . . Qidar
plans to study business management.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4 [Sergeant at Arms), 5
(President) ; Dramatic Society ] , 5 ; Intramural Sports.
RAM1Z JABBURI GHAZZUL
A look as his activities explains why Ramiz was always busy . . . made
the pilgrimage to Bethlehem this year. . .could write a humorous essay
at a moment's notice . . . had the correct answers in chemistry class . . .'
played an active part in all intramural games ... a native of Mosul . . .
sometimes known as Gilbert ... a future chemical engineer.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2. 3, 4, 5 ; Sodality 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League
3, 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Al Iraqi Staff' 5
;
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Varsity Baseball Team 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
SAIB YUSUF SHUNIA
Frequently had a question to ask in class . . . solved problems in geo-
metry with little difficulty
. . . has a preference for scientific studies . . .
center fielder on the class baseball team . . . ever ready to offer his
services for any Sodality activity
. . . has a good sense of humor . . .
plans uncertain but will continue studies.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
SALIM ELIAS ANTWAN
A variety of interests occupied Salim . . . played on the class baseball
team and was among the first to sign up for a volleyball game . . .
summer months found him by the Tigris for a daily swim . . . found
mathematics to be his favorite study . . . plans uncertain but hopes to
continue his studies in pharmacy school.
Sodality 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
SAMIR MATTI AL-JAZRAWI
Made his debut in the Dramatic Society in first year . . . lived near the
school in Sulaikh . . . could be found on the basketball courts after
school hours ... a student of history . . . found time for extra work in
the laboratory ... a faithful member of the Sanctuary Society . . .
engineering is his chosen work.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Dramatic Society 1 ; Debating So-
ciety 4 ; Intramural Sports.
SAMIR ZIYYAtTUMA
One of the busiest members of the class . . . won many testimonials for
excellence in studies . . . president of the Sodality in senior year ... a
mainstay on the basketball team . . . regular member of the track
squad . . . generosity and school spirit made him popular with all . . .
will continue his studies abroad.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 (President); Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4 (Pre-
sident), 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; Varsity Track
Team 3, 4, 5 ; Varsity Baseball Team 3, 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
SARGON MURAD YONATHAN
Spent the summer at Habbaniyya . . . riding his bicycle and swimming
were his favorite pastimes ... a promoter of the Sacred Heart League . .
.
took part in the boxing tournaments during his school days . . . found
the English classes really enjoyable . . . regular attendant of class
picnics . . . tells us his plans call for medical studies.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 5 ; Boxing Finals 2 ; Intramural
Sports.
SARKIS KIVORK GHARIBIAN
One of the star basketball players of the school . . . member of Iraqi
team that journeyed to Egypt last year . . . reached the tennis finals
three different years . . . mathematics and physics came easy to him . .
.
took part in all intramural sports . . . Sarkis has made his plans for
advanced studies in electrical engineering.
Debating Society 4 ; Varsity Basketball Team 2, 3, 4. 5 ; Interme-
diate Football Team 2, 3 ; Varsity Track Team 4, 5 ; Varsity Volleyball
Team 4 ; Tennis Finals 1, 3, 4 ; Intramural Sports.
SHAWQI FUAD MUSHAKA
Found time for serious study and participation in school activities and
sports
. . . distinguished himself on baseball field as one of best fielders
in school
. . .
president of Sacred Heart League and secretary of
Sodality ... a clever handball player . . . intrigued by the problems of
mathematics . . . Shawqi will continue his studies abroad.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 [Secretary) ; Sacred Heart League 3, i (Vice-presi-
dent), 5 (President) ; Scientific Society 4, 5; Debating Society 4; Dra-
matic Society 4, 5 ; Varsity Track Team 4, 5 ; Varsity Baseball Team
4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
SUHAM MUHAMMAD SALIH AL-ADHAMI
One of the best tennis players of the class . . . always maintained a calm
disposition . . . preferred scientific studies and read the latest magazines
on the subject . . . Thursday afternoons found him touring the city on
his motor bicycle . . . debating was his extracurricular interest . . . has
made plans to study constructional engineering.
Debating Society 5.
TALIB NAIM BABU-ISHAQ
A leading chemist of the class
. . .
could tell you all about jet planes and
rockets
. . . recreations found him at the handball courts . . . collected
stamps in his leisure moments ... a regular visitor to the science
library
. . . found the Debating Society most profitable
. .
. further
studies in chemistry wiii occupy the next few years.
Debating Society 5 ; Intramural Sports,
TARIQ^.RAZZUQ SHAMAMI
A class leader in studies . . . consistently maintained high scholastic
average . . . generous with his time and talents . . . spent extra hours
helping Father Guay in the laboratory . . . handball was his favorite
diversion . . . went hunting during the vacation periods ... a model
Sodalist ... his success in medical studies is taken for granted by his
friends.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; In-
tramural Sports.
VAHAK STEPHEN HOVNANIAN
A classmate who really enjoyed life . . . entertained on picnirs with his
accordion and songs . . . tennis and swimming were his favorite
sports . . . liked an occasional game of football . . . visited Bethlehem
with the pilgrimage . . . geometry was his special interest, especially
the problems . . . has chosen civil engineering as his work for the future.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; Boxing Finals 3 ; Inter-
mediate football Team 2, 3 ; Intramural Sports.
VIKIN KRIKOR KARAYAN
An enthusiastic member of the Debating Society . . . could be recognized
easily in the lineups . . . member of many class athletic teams and
played a fine game of tennis . . . visited the cinema on his free after-
noons . . . preferred English to his other subjects . . . has made plans
to study mechanical engineering abroad.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
WAS1M GEORGE HIKARI ?
A familiar figure on the ball field during anyj recreation period . . .
took part in all games but liked handball especially . . . found time to
work in the library afternoons ... a fast runner on the track squad . .
.
gave his time generously to school affairs ... a zealous Sodalist . . .
mechanical engineering will be his profession.
Sodality 4, 5 (Treasurer); Sacred Heart League 4. 5 ; Debuting
Society 4, 5 ; Library Staff 5 ; Han iball Finals 3, 4, 5 ; Varsity Football
Team 5 ; Varsity Track Team 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
ZUHA1R AHMAD TAQA
A friendly smile and a quiet manner won for Zuhair many friends
.
. .
enjoyed listening to the radio in the boarding school . . . deeply inter-
ested in study of Arabic literature
. . . used his time profitably in
school . . . made extensive travels during the summer holidays
. .
plans uncertain but will continue studies after graduation.
Intramural Sports.
ZUHA1R BECHIR KHUDHAKI
A daily visitor to the school chapel . . . pleasant sense "bf humor gave
him a happy outlook on life . . . often seen with friends in the school
garden, discussing world events . . . liked the study of Arabic . . . first
to reach the handball courts after the bell rang .
. .
plans to study radio
and television engineering.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 5 ; Handball Finals 1,2; Intra-
mural Sports.
GRADUATION AT KING FAISAL GARDENS

MDERGPADUATt'
First Row, left to right: Waltron Aprim, Hikmat Jazrawi, Salim Habbu, Henry Simon, Yusuf Kurial, Father La Bran, S.J., Joseph
Kuyumjian, Yusuf Abbu, Hadi al-Sarraf, Thomas Shammama, Sabah al-Shaikh.
Second Row: Adnan Shaltagh, Khalid Attisha, Nadhim Hassu, Fuad Taima, Hikmat Attisha, Ghazi al-Khudhairi, Amin Sayyidna,
Walid Nasif, Basil Muhammad, Sabih Lawrence.
Third Row: Samuel Paulus, Jamil Elias, Faraj Abdulahad, Popkin Markarian, Tahsin al-Amin, Sabah Atchu, Allenby Dadishu, Shafiq
Qazzaz, Jalal Habbu, Badri Nalu, Yusuf Makhai, Murad Kazanjian, VarkisJ inuwizian, Zuhair Azziz.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Jirair Hovsepian, Sami Baqir, Salim Hassu, Kannu Kammu, Mufld Mirza, Father Macomber, S.J., Tariq Jazrawi
Antwan Salim, Kamal al-Tahan, Warujan Artinian, Sumer Hermez.
Second Row: Zuhair Atiyya, Raymond Vincent, Ishkhan Azarian, Badi Bodia, Surin Birsimian, Munthar Zara, John Korkis, Tariq
Dib, Ishan al-Khudhairi, Fuad Killu, Waskin Mukhtarian.
Third Row: Louis Kammanu, Livon Skenderian, Karnik Sadurian, Fawzi Mura, Taimur al-Amin, Hufdhi al-Urfali, Ghazi al-Churbachi,
Fuad Bashu, Munir Bushara, Korkis Lazar, Ashur William, Usama Jamali.
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First Row, left to right: Muhammad Shwailiyya, Fuad Elias, Hikmat
Amad Badran, Anis Randquist, Faisal al-Khuri, Farid Yusuf, Hikmat Phi
Second Row: Bahnam Korkis, Majid Azzu, Ara Sahakian, Faiq Faraj, Anushuvan Kivorkian, Saib Abdul-K;
al-Haidari, Zamil al-Zahawi, Khalid Fattah, Surin Awadis, Sabah Najib, Krikor Shirinian.
Third Row: Sami Jihad, Popkin Siropian, Khalid Hindu, Kamal Tereza, Suhail Ibrahim, Fuad Uthman, Namir Al
Franz de Lima, Mikhail Abdulahad, Khalil Tereza, Usam Hanna, Adil Marmarji.
Jazrawi, Arsham Mirzian, Rafi Zaghkuni, Father Powers, S.J.,
,
Ghazi al-Qassab, Salim
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Warda Marukil, Leslie Burby, Yahya Barsum, Robert Ohannessian, Father MacNeil, S. J., Rufail Rumaya,
Faruq Fakhri, Kagham Markarian, Baijar Shemdin.
Second Row: Raymond Ishaq, Ghazi Azziz, Vraj Kutunian, Leon Kotayentz, Mikhail Sittu, Rauf Karim, Edmond Rumaya, Habib
Qashat.
Third Row: Sarkis Samuel, Emmanuel Marukil, Sabah Abbas, Samir al-Mufti, Jamil al-Chalibi, Majid Rashid, Krikor Baraghimian,
Sabah Muhammad, Hamid al-Shaikh, Tariq Yusuf, Ghazi Elias.
First Row, left to right: Warush Zaghkuni, Habib Salim, Sami al-Badir, Sabah Ephram, Father Mulvehill, S.J., Khalid Mirza, Ferdinand
Iskender, Hani al-Sabawi, Fuad al-Khudhairi.
Second Row: Antranik Gharashian, Edmond Wartan, Anwar Killu, Adil Ahmad, Hikmat Daud, Michael Manni, Anushuvan Shahuwian,
Hikmat al-Khuri.
Third Row: Sabah Mairi, Zuhair Elias, Abdul-Rahman al-Gailani, Faiq George, Yusuf al-Suwaidi, William Paulus, Ramzi Skender,
Ala Abbosh, Minas Nazarian.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: George Mirza, William Abdulahad, oseph Conway, Saddiq Namu, Father Campbell, S.J., Faruq Shina, Sabah
Buraji, Abdul-Wahid Abdul-Rahman, Elisha Baba.
Second Row: Basil Makiyya, Salman Daud, Nubar Hawakimian, Nuhad Majid, Faruq al-Umari, Sarush Wahbi, Adil al-Hasani, Bedros
Daghilian, Husain Mursi.
Third Row: Riadh al-Zahawi, Eric Loftman, Sabah Abbu, Shawqat George, Faraj Daiza, Ber Huwakimian Hilal al-Azzawi, Kaizak
Hagopian, Namir Abbas, Namir Kirdar.
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First Row, left to right: William Daud, Hisham Tawflq, Colin Azzu, Sabah Shina, Father Larkin, S.J., Hagop Makardijian, Faruq
Abdul-Latif, Sabah Mayya, Najib Shammam.
Second Row: Ramzi Atchu, Hagop Wartkisian, Munir Fernandez, Faruq Atiyya, Jamal Farjo, Albert Dadishu, Saib Tappouni, Ghazi
Tawfiq, Tami Krikorian, Amid Rashid.
Third Row: John Roy, Nadhim Hanna Shaikh, Abdul-Adhim al-Shalan, Ohannes Qabtanian .Varkis Zadurian, Berj Khadawirdi, Maruk
Tumasian, Amir Salbi, Sami Naami.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Maurice Yusuf, Anwar Wujdi, Zuhair Yusuf, Mustafa al-Maiyni, Ghassan Majid, Father Mahan, S.J., Ghanim
George, Faruq Maghazaji, Awakim Papazian, Salim Yusuf, Kamal Aris.
Second Row: Basim Salim, Ibrahim Maluf, Sabah Khayyat, Abdul-Wahad al-Pachachi, Abdul-Latif Ashkuri, Hanna Malaki, Faruq Elias,
Samir al-Churbachi, Barnuah Emmanuel, Mardik Martin, Richard Nabhan, Ziyya Yoab.
Third Row: Berj Martin, Qahtan al-Azzawi, Faiz Faraj, Armin Adawazd, Walid Assaf, Hraj Jaburian, Mufid al-Samarrai, Usam Abdullah,
Samir Hanna Shaikh, Raymond Karupian Muhammad Shakir.
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First Row, /eft to right: Rustam Aruwian, Laith Ismail, Naman al-Rawi, Saad Shaffu, Faruq Araim, Father Bennett, S.J., Samir al-Farisi,
Nadhim Awji, Zuhair George, Samuel Barsikian, Andrawis Jibrail.
Second Row: Surin Alexander, Utba al-Jadir, Basil Yaqub, Nawwaf Nuri, Johnson John, Habib Mahir, John Skender, Sami Abid, Jamil
Abdul-Azziz, Sahak Sahakian.
Third Row: Najah Sittu, Shawqi Jurjis, Albert Alexander, Murad Manashian, Duraid al-Yawir, Antranik Thaddeus, Faraj Zoma
Sarmad Khunda, Nasir al-Saadun, Joseph Marukil, Abdul-Wahad Makiyya.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Hikmat Yusuf, Jamal al-Wattar, Basil Kalian, Adil Randquist, Usam Sabah, Father Ferrick, S.J., Arshavir Yamayn,
Mudhaffar Jalil, Hamid al-Naqashli, Salah Khayyat, Ramzi Naman.
Second Row: Ghazi Maghak, Muwaffaq Hannawi, Naqi Tereza, Ismat Antun, Dikran Takatlian, Hafidh al-Usachi, Gilbert Essayi,
Jalal al-Sarraf, Wayil al-Tai.
Third Row: Shamshun Antar, Ghamin Tobia, Faruq al-Rawi, Aprim Shamuel, Ninus Ishu, Yaqub Yusuf, Hartiyun Yaminian, John
Basmaji, Farid Yusuf Mikha, Shawkat Jazrawi.
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First Row, left to right: Aram Thaddeus, Samir Nayyim, Sarmad Anwar, Zuhair Rabban, Sabah Kamil, Father Dunn, S.J., Adnan Jihad,
Saad Matti, Ramzi Barnuti, Harith Loqa, Jack Asalian.
Second Row: Nujyar Shemdin, Hisham al-Windawi, Pius Zusimas, George Nairn, Francis George, Antwan Dramirian, Haidar al-
Haidari, Ghassan Atiyya, Sabah Jadun, Adnan Ghantus, Sabah Daiza.
Third Row: Sabah Killu, Faruq Ziada, Thamir al-Gailani, Qaftan Kamal, Mukarrim al-Umari, Amir Zara, Nazar Rumani, Ghalib Abdul-
Mahdi, Zuharab Kazanjian, Ibrahim Manukian, Walid Qasir.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Douglas Thomas, Sinan Abdul-Fattah, Nufal Jamil, Fawzi Habbosh, Father Hamel, S.J., Yasar Yahya, Hikmat
Saddiq, Ramzi Daud, Tariq Makiyya.
Second Row: Samir Matar, Wanik Kabudian, Yusuf Baku, Frederick Yonathan, Ohannes Tchobanian, Shaiban Awni, Sitrak Kuyumjian,
Stamatis Peter, Hisham al-Jazrawi, Munaf al-Naqib, Jamal Fattuhi.
Third Row: Badi Abbu, Sabah Busha, Sudad Abdullah, Ohannes Ghazarus, Sabah Ghazal, Kivork Kurkirian, Asad al-Khudhairi, Dhia
Faiq, Salim Jazrawi, Ramzi Farahian.
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First Row, left to right: Akram al-Hillali, Basil Balian, Sahal al-Sanawi, Hagop Ghazarian, Father Miff, S.J., Yusuf Hanna, Daud Ishaya.
Muayyid al-Amiri, Samir Lawrence.
Second Row: Nazad Ahmad, Falah Qambar Agha, Basil Faidhi, Najdat Nafi, Hazim Aziz, Mumtaz Tawil, Faruq Abdul-Baqi, Leon
Kasbarian, Walid al-Askari, Korkis Shamuel, Tariq al-Hammami, Ghazwan Nadhim, Samir Butros.
Third Row: Tatul Babazian, Fawzi al-Quraishi, Vartan Yasayan, Wadhah Jamil, Haik Lajinian, Mervyn Goodsir, Sirop Ohannessian,
Najib Mansur, George Nissan, Aram Wartanian, Antwan Awadissian, Samir Zainal.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Akram Shabah, Adnan George, Najdat al-Farisi, Ihsan Ibrahim, Father Quinn, S.J., Jama I Yusuf, Walid Yunis,
Zuhair Faraj, Warant Ohannessian.
Second Row: Joseph Ruman, Samir Banni, Sami Yusuf, Qais Atiyya, Nuri Fattuhi, Faisal al-Shuhail, Sabah Tuminna, Maan al-Amin,
Tahsin Awji, Haik Balian, Falah Sabah, Faiz Tappouni.
Third Row: Baruir Hagopian, Mansur al-Saadun, Khalid Antwan, Awadis Kurbikian, Ibrahim Ardharumli, Adil Said, Ramzi Sequeira,
Sabah Sattam, Ghazi Hammud, Wartan Muradian, Warujan Karamian, Sami Francis.
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First Row, left to right: Walid Nannis, Murad Muradian, Anis Ruman, Majid Shamami, Father T. Kelly, S.J., Basil Qirma, Johnson
Mirza, Khaldun Abdul-Baqi, Sarmad Baban.
Second Row: Rustam Dulayan, Qais al-Awqati, Charles Yuhanna, Basil Jazmi, Boghos Kafkafian, Saad Zara, Surin Azizian, Ibrahim
Tamraz, Haik Awakian, Amin Husain, Samir Philip, Husam Ashkuri, Muhammad Said.
Third Row: Munir Zarur, Faruq Kubba, Hartiyun Hagop, Sarkis Rushanian, Samir Shabandar, Samir George, Misak Mamarian, Edward
Abdulahad, Qasim al-Tuama, Korkis Daud, Tuma Ishu, Noel Emmanuel, Wilson Ishaq.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Kamran al-Qaradaghi, Munthar Shaina, Hasan al-Shahwani, Ja
Malconian, Muhammad Basil, Fawzi Khayyat, Said al-Charmukli.
Second Row: Abdul-Rahman al-Shaikh, Abdul-llah Kafil, Nabil al-Bassam, Varujan Manasik
Shakir Mursi, Abdul-Sattar Tawfiq, Tariq Hindu, Alfred de Lima, Mumtaz Najjar.
Third Row: Husam Muhammad, Sadiq Atiyya, Sabah Wajih, Dhia Albert, Asad Taima, Ghanim Saisi, Ishkhan Khajd;
Tchobanian, Manuel Yusuf Mansur, Adnan Habbu, Hrand Siropian, Sami Habbu.
al Shallal, Father M. McCarthy, S.J., John
Paul Bahoshy, Munir Alali, Aziz Kadu,
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First Row, left to right: Munir Qambar Agha, Miqdad al-Ani, Najid Kirdar, Ismail Awad, Mawlud Najjar, Father Cronin, S.J., Abdul-
Aziz Amin, Nabil Yusuf, Adrian al-Rashid, Dhia al-Tawil, Faruq Faraj.
Second Row: Fadhil al-Azzawi, Usam Ismail, Yusuf Isha, Zaid Abbosh, Antranik Jadikian, Ali Atiyya, Sawa Issa, Ghazi Kaskanian,
Vartan Barsumian, Nazar al-Khudhairi, Mumtaz Attisha.
Third Row: Basil Abdul-Mahdi, Khilid al-Rashid, Hikmat Hindi, Ghazi al-Khatib, Sabah Bashuri, Kalam Aziz, Edward Hakhwardian,
Sadiq Ali, Albert Nasir, Kamil Killu, Suhail al-Naqib, Tariq al-Haimus, Mukhtar Hashim.
UNDERGRADUATES
First Row, left to right: Manuel Maizi, Ghassan al-Zahid, Riadh al-Yawir, Bahnam Qasirat, Father Loeffler, S.J., Nabil Hikari, Amir
Sittu, Haidar Ismail, Dhari Khamis.
Second Row: Anwar Naji, Khawam al-Faisal, Ramzi Victor, Sami Jurjis, Yusuf Azzu, Salim al-Ani, Joseph Abbosh, Abdul-Aziz Kamil,
Muzhir Hasan, Qusai Akram, Mudhaffar Muhammad, Ibrahim Hikmat.
Third Row: Safa Qirma, Saad al-Salam, Mawlud Shamami, Manuel Shanku, Elias Matti, Varujan Makardijian, Edward Jarkhatian, Minas
Banjukian, Abdullah al-Shubaili, Misak Khalghatian, Yashar Shemdin, Bailis Sarafiyun.
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The Human Rosary on World
Sodality Day.
The Sodality this year observed its most active
and successful season in the history of the school.
It would be true to say that last year's activities
never really ended, for a weekly meeting was held
during the long summer holidays. Sodalists living
in Baghdad came to the school eaily in the morning
where Father La Bran celebrated Mass and preached
a sermon. After Mass, breakfast was served, followed
by the meeting. One Sodalist was assigned to give
a talk each week on some feature of Sodality life and
then a general discussion was held on the manner
in which we were applying the rules of the Sodality
to our daily lives. The summer session ended with
a three-day's closed retreat, conducted by Father
Shea.
Sodality of
Sodality Council
Seated, left to right : Shawqi Mushaka, Secretary ;
Janan Alios, Vice-Prefect ; Father La Bran, Mod-
erator ; Samir Ziyya, Prefect; Wasim Hikari, Treas.
Standing : Raymond Vincent, Munir Fernandez,
Hikmat Dand, Saib Shunia, Yusuf Abbu, Tariq
Shammami. Nadhim Hanna Shaikh, Charles Kassab.
Sodality Mass at Chaldean Cathedral
School opened in September and we devoted
the first meeting to the election of officers. Samir
Ziyya was chosen Prefect; Janan Alios, Vice-Prefect;
Shawqi Mushaka, Secretary; and Wasim Hikari,
Treasurer. Three separate groups were organized.
Sodalists who had made the Act of Consecration
were placed under the direction of Father La Bran.
Candidates from third, fourth and fifth years were
assigned to Father Curran. The third group was
made up of boys from second year and they were
led by Father Hamel. The regular meeting day was
Tuesday, and at the close of the meetings all the
Sodalists gathered in the school chapsl, where Ben-
ediction of the Blessed Sacrament was celebrated.
With the opening of the new Rice Memorial
Building more room was available and we realized
a long-cherished ambition, our own chapel in the
main building. Here Father Merrick celebrated Mass
each morning in the presence of a large congregation.
Those who did not arrive in time for Mass found
time for a visit before the opening of the school day.
A daily Rosary was said each day by one ofthe Rosary
Groups, we continued our custom of monthly Mass
and Communion at one of the Churches in Baghdad,
catechism was taught by the Sodalists each Friday
afternoon, and the collection for the poor at Christ-
mas was the most successful we have ever organized-
Great credit is due to all the boys of Baghdad College
for their generous co-operation in this worthy cause.
A new group sponsored by our organization was
initiated this year, the Knights of Our Lady. Al-
though these students are not Sodalists they have
Sodality Cathechists
Seated : Sabah Najib, Salman Daud, Father
Curran, Yusuf Abbu, Hikmat Daud.
Standing : Ramiz Ghazzul, Samir Ziyya, Kamal
Fattuhi.
Our Lady
this in common with us, the desire to grow and in-
crease in devotion to Our Lady.
There were two unusual features that enlivened
our interest this year. The first was a visit from Very
Reverend Father FitzGerald, Provincial of the
Fathers in America. An enjoyable academy, organ-
ized by Father Hamel, was held in his honor and
Samir Ziyya, Janan Alios and Tariq Shamami spoke
on behalf of the Sodalists. The second feature was
the pilgrimage to Bethlehem during the Christmas
holidays. Those who were fortunate enough to make
this journey prayed for the continued success of our
Sodality. Our activities will be climaxed in May by
the annual reception of new Sodalists, while those
graduating in June will become eligible for the new
Alumni Sodality, organized by Father La Bran this
year.
4 — Al Iraqi
Eucharistic Council
Seated : Sargon Murad, Garabet Gabriel, Father
Hamel, Harith Faraj, Petros John.
Standing : Fuad Elias, Kamal Tereza, Kamal
Fattuhi, Harith Yonan.
Sodality Reception in May.
Associate Editors and Art Editors
Seated : Tariq Dib, Krikor Mamikunian, Father Mulvehill, Ramiz
Ghazzul, Hazim al-Chalibi.
Standing are the staff artists : John Roy, Khajak Marashlian,
Joseph Conway.
AL IRAQJ STAFF
It would take more than one book to tell the
complete story of a year at Baghdad College, but
the AL IRAQI makes an effort to enumerate the
highlights of a busy school year. All manuscript
must be sent to the press by the first of March, and
therefore the staff found it necessary to begin work
immediately after the opening of school in Septem-
ber. Biographies were prepared by the staff, members
of the Senior Class were photographed, class pic-
tures were taken in November, and the ubiquitous
Father Larkin appeared at every corner of the
campus, snapping those informal pictures that run
through the book. Meanwhile the staff artists,
Khajak Marashlian, John Roy and Joseph Conway
went to work on their drawings. With the usual last
minute rush, Father Mulvehill and Father T. Kelly
went to Beirut in April to arrange the entire book
at the Imprimerie Catholique
The AL-IRAQI has a twofold purpose. It
serves as a lasting memorial of the school year for
the faculty and students, and at the same time it
offers a pictorial review of school life to the many
friends of Baghdad College. We owe a debt of grat-
itude to the merchants and professional men of
Iraq who have advertised in the pages of our mag-
azine. The Patrons and Donors have likewise earned
our sincere appreciation for their generosity and
material assistance, which made possible the pro-
duction of our annual yearbook.
Business Managers
Seated: Faisal Rahmatallah, Father Kelly, Ashur William.
Standing : Naji Nashmi, Halim Atiyya.
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Left to right
Father MacNeil, Moderator
Hassu, Organist
Senior Officers
Edgar Aris, Secretary ; Shawqi Mushaka, Prefect
;
James Malak, Vice-Prefect ; Nahdim
SACRED HEART LEAGUE
Progress in virtue, as well as success in studies,
is a part of any worthwhile education. To instill in
our hearts an abiding love for God, and to manifest
this devotion in our daily lives by word and example,
is the purpose of the Sacred Heart League. This
year the members were divided into two groups.
The Seniors were composed of members of fourth
and fifth years and the Juniors included the boys
of first, second and third years.
A Holy Hour was conducted by Father MacNeil
at regular intervals during the year and there was
always a large attendance, a true manifestation of
the seriousness and devotion of the members.
Edmond Rumaya served as chairman of the Holy
Hour Committee. Shawqi Mushaka was Prefect
of the Senior Group and Munir Fernandez served
in a similar capacity with the Juniors. The splendid
co-operation of the officers of these groups made
possible a successful and fruitful year. The new
members of first year were welcomed into our group
and they continued the laudable custom of conse-
crating their families to the Sacred Heart. The feast
of the Sacred Heart usually occurs after classes have
ended in June, but each year on that day a Mass is
celebrated in Saint Joseph's Cathedral to commem-
orate this day and it offers a fitting climax to our
year of activity.
Junior (
Seated : Salman Daud
Daud, Sabah Abbu.
Standing : Joseph Conway,
Edmond Rumaya.
leers and Holy Hour Committee
Munir Fernandez, Father MacNeil. Hikmat
William Abdulahad, Colin Azzu,
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Even the stage crew has an audience.
Robert Ohannessian seems uninterested in the
discussion between Krikor Mamikunian and
Krikor Shirinian.
On November 17, 195 1, the Dramatic Society
of Baghdad College presented three one-act plays.
The program was a complete success. The work of
the boys and their directors, Father Thomas Kelly
and Father Campbell, was well received by a very
appreciative audience. George Kaufman's, "If Men
Played Cards As Women Do", brought many a loud
laugh as the cast presented the show. Ramiz Ghazzul,
Fuad Uthman, Raymond Vincent and Qidar Shem-
din gave a fine interpretation of this amusing satire.
The young school audience was obviously delighted,
even though they did miss an allusion here and there.
Qidar, as the gossip par excellence, dominated the
scene with his stories.
DRAMATIC
"The Captain Of The Gate", a military story
by B. M. Dix, dealing with the period of Cromwell
in Ireland, was of more interest to the boys because
of the greater amount of action. Edgar Aris, Murad
Kazanjian, Shawqi Mushaka, Faiq Buraji and
Faisal Rahmatallah did not neglect this oppoitunity
and threw themselves into their parts with gusto.
Edgar, as the Captain, was outstanding in his con-
vincing speeches and natural gestures. Faiq, as a
disillusioned soldier and defender of the Bridge of
Cashala, was superb with his pointed taunts and
booming voice. The scenery, painted by Father
Campbell, gave exactly the proper pitch to the play
and marked a new era in the dramatic life at Baghdad
Ramiz Ghazzul is just in time to make a fourth at
the card table.
College. Such a project had never been attempted
before on so large a scale.
Last, but not least on the program, was "A
Night At An Inn", by Lord Dunsany. This thriller
caught the imagination of the audience and held it
until the final curtain. In a poll among the students
it was voted as their favorite. Perhaps the element
of mystery, so appealing to young boys, had some
influence on the vote. But this was not the only
reason. The players caught the spirit of the author.
Krikor Shirinian, as the Toff, was professional in
his interpretation, and his enthusiasm elevated the
entire production. Fuad Killu, Krikor Mamikunian
and Robert Ohannessian, his accomplices in the
SOCIETY
theft of the ruby, outdid themselves in creating the
necessary suspense. Janan Alios, Anis al-Attar and
John Minas, the three heathen priests of Klesh,
appeared very briefly but their performances will
be long remembered. Hufdhi al-Urfali, as the Green
Monster, injected the necessary horror into the play.
The boys of Baghdad College have proved once
again that they possess dramatic ability of a high
calibre. Even though they never reach the legitimate
stage, they will always have the confidence to face
an audience anywhere in the world and express their
opinions. Such a consoling thought is reward enough
for the long hours of practice and rehearsals that led
eventually to our successful season.
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The entire cast greets Edgar Aris as he
upon the stage.
John Roy demonstrates the part he played behind
the stage.
Fuad Killu lends an ear to Robert's tale
of woe.
SANCTUARY SOCIETY
The activities for the 195 1 -1952 season in our
organization began just two days after school opened.
A meeting was called by our Moderator, Father
Curran, and he delivered an inspiring talk on our
duties and obligations as Mass servers. The redemp-
tive value of the Mass was emphasized by him and
he pointed out the honored privilege that was ours
as we assisted the Priest. Then he gave us some
practical suggestions, dwelling on the importance
of neatness as we approached the altar, reverence
in our motions, and a clear pronunciation in our
responses to the Priest. Many of us found it difficult
to master the Latin, since this is a strange language
to most of us. In the beginning we used cards with
the Latin transcribed into Arabic script. Then as
time passed, we were able to learn all the responses
and memorize them.
We also learned how to assist at Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament and the Way of the Cross.
This latter devotion is conducted each Thursday
morning during Lent on the roof of the school build-
ing. Each week our Moderator assigned us our
duties for the week, and early in the morning we
passed through the Fathers' garden to the chapels,
where we assisted at the Masses. For the most part
the boys in our group are members of the Boarding
School, but there are other students of the school
who live nearby and they also are active in our
organization. During the summer months, when
the Boarders are on vacation, these boys serve Mass
very frequently. The daily Mass at the school chapel
is served by day students, thus increasing the num-
bers who partake of this privilege.
We are sure that our activity in this society is
a means to an increase of our fervor and piety. The
highest ideals have been placed before us and we
have made every effort to live up to them. Many of
us return to our homes for the summer and continue
our work in our own Churches. Since most of us
were very young when we first came to Baghdad
College we had never before participated in this
work. Father Curran trained each one of us indivi-
dually and then, after long practice, we were assigned
to serve our first Mass. One of the older boys stood
by to give us any help that might be needed and
then after a week we were considered to be full-
fledged members of the Sanctuary Society. We are
grateful for the opportunity presented to us and
sincerely hope it will inspire in our hearts a deep
reverence and devotion for the Mass. To our Moder-
ator, Father Curran, we tend our thanks for his
patient guidance during the year.
Seated : Father Ferrick, Father Miff, Father Bennett.
Standing : Clarence Burby, Anis al-Attar, Edwin Kurish.
LIBRARY STAFF
One of the most important aspects of any school
is its library, and rightly so. When classes and home-
work are finished for the day there is no greater
relaxation than a good book. During the long sum-
mer one enjoys especially a variety of good books
in order to pass that vacation period profitably. Our
library today boasts more than 16,000 volumes,
and is growing each day with the addition of new
books. In the morning before the opening of school,
at noon recreations and after school the facilities of
the library are available to the entire student body.
The reading room is well occupied at those intervals
and there is the usual bustle of activity at the desk.
The staff is supervised by Father Miff, ably
assisted by Father Ferrick and Father Bennett.
Student librarians who gave valuable support to the
Fathers were Anis al-Attar, Edwin Kurish and
Clarence Burby. The efficient operation of our
library is due chiefly to their long hours of patient
labor. In order to encourage reading during the
summer holidays the library is opened at regular
intervals and all students are allowed to withdraw
books for summer reading. The fine selection of
books makes it possible for every boy to obtain
something to his liking. It has been most encoura-
ging this year to see so many students taking advan-
tage of the opportunity presented to them, continuing
their quest for knowledge and at the same time
developing the admirable habit of reading. Such a
habit, acquired in youth, will be a valuable asset in
later life.
Library Reading Room. A familiar scene at the withdrawal desk.
SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETY
Left to right : Alexander Boghossian, Recording Secretary ; Taimur
al-Amin, Vice-President ; Krikor Mamikunian, President ; Father
Guay, Moderator; Petros John, Executive Sec; Naji Nashmi, Treas.
An event of noteworthy significance this year
for the Scientific Society was the opening of the
Bishop Rice Memorial Building, dedicated exclu-
sively to scientific courses at the school. An excellent
science library of 1600 volumes, available to the
entire school, made it possible for all to advance in
scientific knowledge. Lectures on such varied sub-
jects as Surveying, Earthquakes, Archaeology, the
Hydrogen Bomb, the Electric Eye and the Eclipse
of the Sun held the rapt attention of members during
our regular meetings.
On February 25, Father Guay, our Moderator,
led an expedition of five Fathers of the science
faculty to Basrah, to study the eclipse of the sun.
There they were able to observe this phenomenon
and study its effects. Many visitors took advantage
of the telescope on the roof of the building to observe
the moon. The members of the Scientific Society
were granted this same privilege at the end of the
year when Father Guay arranged an evening picnic
for the group.
Scientific essays were written by many of the
future scientists and some were chosen for publica-
tion in the AL IRAQI. The officers this year were
led by Krikor Mamikunian, who served as President
of the Society. To all of these officers and to Father
Guay we owe a debt of gratitude for an interesting
and profitable year, one that has contributed much to
our knowledge of science and all its manifold won-
ders. Living in an age of science we are well equipped
to continue our interests in this important field of
human endeavor.
Biology Laboratory.
CHRYSOSTOM
DEBATING
SOCIETY
Left to right : Ghazi al-Qassab, Sergeant at Arms ; Qidar Shemdin,
President ; Father McCarthy, Moderator ; Khajak Marashlian,
Vice-President ; Kamal Fattuhi, Secretary.
Someone has said that there are two sides to
every question, and the present day is a startling
proof of that truth, if proof be needed. One can
hardly read a newspaper today, or listen to the radio,
without hearing both sides of a hotly-debated issue.
This fact emphasizes the importance of our debating
society, for the purpose of such an organization is
the development of our powers of speech and the
training of our minds in logical thmking. If we
obtain that experience and practice in our youth,
then one day we shall be able to make our own
contribution to the perplexing problems of the
world, which so vitally affect our civilization.
As the 1951-1952 season opened we greeted
our new Moderator, Father Richard McCarthy,
who stressed from the beginning the importance and
practical value of our work. It was a pleasure to
listen to the debates throughout the year and to
follow the spirited discussions which followed from
the floor. Although our meetings were limited in
number and it was not possible for each member to
take part in a formal debate, yet nearly everyone
profited by the extemperaneous talks that followed
these discussions. We feel, therefore, that each
member has made real progress in the art of self
expression and will be able to use this knowledge
with profit in future years.
Seated in the President's chair at each meeting
was Qidar Shemdin, who performed his task with
marked efficiency. As the AL IRAQI goes to press
the debates are still in progress. At a later date a
selection will be made of the best speakers of the
year, and these students will take part in the climax
of our activity, the prize debate in April.
Halim Atiyya presents his case. Kamal Fattuhi offers the negative side of the debate.
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EATURE
FROM FABLE TO FACT
JANAN ALLOS
It was a fable; it is a fact. For years everyone thought it would always be a fable; now everyone
knows that it is a fact. The process took four long centuries,— four hundred years of planning, striving
and ceaseless endeavor. During that long period of time Man wrestled with Nature and finally emerged
victorious from the conflict. The battle began in the year 1505 and the ultimate victory came on the
historic day of December 17, 1903. No doubt your interest is aroused and you are asking what the
fable was, and how it became a fact. I will no longer keep you in suspense. The fable was that Man
could fly as the birds do; the fact is aviation. Man had envied the flight of birds for untold centuries,
but it remained for our own century to make possible the realization of that dream.
The first scientific experiment in flying was performed by an accomplished scientist as well as
a romantic artist. His name was Leonardo da Vinci and his experiment was initiated in the year 1505.
Seventy- five years later Borelli made a statement that has not yet been disproved. He said that man
could never fly through the power of his own muscles, and therefore he would have to depend on
some other source of power. At that time no such power was envisioned and the question of flying
was forced to remain in the theoretical stage.
A young adventurer by the name of Besmer tried to imitate the birds in the year 1578. He attached
pieces of cloth to his hands and his feet, and spreading them in the form of wings he threw himself
from a garret window. He had hoped to fly over the roofs of the houses but he failed in his attempt
because the cloth he used was not strong enough to support a man. A similar attempt was made in
1742 by another daring young man. He tried to cross the Seine River but his forced landing on a barge
in midstream dampened his ambitions in aviation. The progress of flight then took another direction.
After the successful Montgolfier experiments with balloons in the year 1872, balloons became a popular
sport all over Europe. At that time they were not filled with hydrogen nor helium, but rather with
hot air which, being lighter than cool air, raised the balloons from the earth. When the lifting power
of hydrogen had been ascertained, a man named de Rozier combined the hot-air lift with hydrogen.
Once while soaring three thousand feet above the city a spark ignited the hydrogen and de Rozier
became the first martyr of flying. Scientists then substituted helium for hydrogen because the former
was non inflammable. With helium, the death rate of experimenters decreased.
Aviation as we understand it today developed from experiments with gliders. These lifeless
objects floated through the air but because no motors were attached they could not be controlled.
Naturally, they were at the mercy of Nature. Otto Lilienthal specialized in this field. He constructed
more than two thousand successful gliders and covered as great a distance as three hundred feet in
the air. Occasionally the spectators on the ground could see him hanging below the glider, trying to
balance it with the movement of his feet. In the year 1896, he tried his first power-driven glider but
unfortunately this was his last effort. Another martyr of science was added to the long list of those
who have labored for the betterment of Man.
A hero of aeronautics worthy of mention is Samuel Langley. He it was who solved the problem
of stability. He tipped the wings of his glider at an angle and was thus able to bring greater force to
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any side he desired. With this greater force he found it possible to establish greater control over the
glider. During the Spanish-American War Langley was called upon by his government to build gli-
ders for use in the conflict. He made two efforts to conform to the request but both ended in failure.
By this time many of the mysteries of aviation had been solved and practical applications had
demonstrated the feasibility of air travel. But there still remained great obstacles and Nature was still
battling to keep its secret from Man. The credit for finally removing the veil must go to the Wright
brothers, Wilbur and Oliver. Both of these men originally worked on bicycles, made their own models,
entered them in competition and won several prizes. Determination and perseverance were an essential
part of their characters and they put their hearts into their work. Such noble qualities brought to them
fame and fortune, as well as the satisfaction of accomplishing their scientific goal.
Wilbur first became interested in aviation when he read in a book of the death of Lilienthal, and
that interest never waned. He talked the matter over with his brother and found him to be enthusiastic
and eager to work on the project. After reading all the literature they could find on the subject they
set upon their work, convinced they could solve the remaining problems. The difficulties could be
reduced to three major considerations, they believed. First of all, a method had to be found for the
proper construction of the wings. Secondly, a way of balancing the plane while steering it in flight
had to be worked out. And finally, a source of motor power had to be established.
In the actual construction of the wings they borrowed from the past since they were unable at
the time to improve on previous standards. The question of balance proved to be the most difficult
aspect of their work. They were forced to the conclusion that angled wings were faulty because the
plane could not be kept under control while in flight. Yet, neither man was willing to admit defeat.
The solution came to Wilbur one day as he was pondering the problem in his bicycle shop. He was
idly twisting a box in his hands when he suddenly realized that he had found the answer. The twisted
box meant twisted wings. It was as simple as that. He immediately sought his brother and explained
the new idea and from that moment the airplane became a distinct possibility. Then the two men
went to work to fashion a power engine. Together they spent long hours in their shop, eliminated the
errors of their predecessors and established many facts that are fundamental in the field of aeronautics
today.
We hear a lot about wind tunnels today but the Wright brothers were the first to give any clear
ideas on that subject. The concept that a long, narrow plane was more feasible than a short, wide one
was the result of their experimentation. By repeated efforts they concluded that a machine with a
thick nose and a long slender tail was the best for air resistance. These and other discoveries did not
come to them spontaneously ; they arrived at them only after exhaustive study and patient trials, and
today the world is benefitting from their unselfish labors.
At last, on December 17, 1903, at Kittyhawk in North Carolina, Nature was conquered. The
motor-driven plane of the Wright brothers flew 105 feet and remained in the air three and a half
seconds. That first plane, with all its deficiencies, became the foundation stone ofmodern aviation.
On the monument commemorating these two determined brothers you will find the following words
:
"Achieved by dauntless resolution". These words are applicable not only to the Wright brothers,
but to all those who have dedicated their lives to flying. They can also be applied to modern scientists
who battle with Nature and emerge from that battle with another of her coveted secrets, to the benefit
of all mankind.
A MAN'S WORD
BY
EDGAR ARIS
Among the older Arabs there is a belief that the word of a man is worth his life. There are many
stories told to prove this point but there is one in particular that I wish to recount. You may have
heard it before but it loses nothing of its interest in the retelling.
Once a traveller by the name of Ali got lost in the desert. He plodded on through the night hoping
to find a place to stay. Being an Arab, he knew the hospitality of his own race, and was sure that if
he found a house he would be welcomed and given something to eat. He suddenly mounted a small
hill and looked down to see a fire burning. He cried out in his feeble voice and was immediately greeted
by the people of the desert home. They feasted him, promised him a bed for the night and entertained
him with stories. He and Mohammad, his host, swapped stories until it was time to retire and Ali went
to bed very happy. He would always be grateful to his new friends for the shelter they had given him
and for their great kindness.
Early the next morning Ali opened his eyes and found the Chief and the leading men of the village
standing by his bedside. There was anger in their eyes.
"Oh, brother, are you not ashamed of yourself?" spoke the Chief. "You have killed the man who
gave you food and a place to sleep,"
Ali was taken completely by surprise at these terrible words. After a few moments of hesitation
he managed to speak. "Oh, Chief, I have seen this man Mohammad but once, and I have loved him
as a brother, for he gave me the hospitality of his home. How could I kill such a good man? I have a
wife and children. Please do not make a mistake and hang me for the death of this man. I did not
kill him."
The Chief looked at his friends. "Tie him up, men," he said.
That night they told Ali of their decision. He was to be hanged before sunrise and was told to
prepare for death. The unfortunate man pleaded his innocence but to no avail. Early the next morning
he was brought to the place of execution. Just before the rope was placed around his neck the Chief
asked him if he had anything to say.
"Yes," said Ali. "You know that my tribe is far away. I have a large family and I wish to see my
people before I die. I want to make sure they are cared for after I am gone. I beg of you to give me
one year of life, that I may go to them and arrange all my affairs. At the end of that time, on my word,
I shall return and die, even though I have not killed my friend of a few hours."
"If there is a man present who would be willing to offer his life in the event you do not return,
then your last wish will be granted. I must have some guarantee the murdered man will be avenged."
The words of the Chief broke the silence of the early morning.
Ali turned to the crowd, but all hung their heads. Not an eye met his and he had just given up
hope when a voice from the rear spoke.
"I am your man, Chief. Let this man return to his family. If, at the end of the year he does not
return, I shall pay the penalty for his crime." The man who spoke these heroic words was Husain, one
of the younger men in the village. Ali rushed to him to thank him for his generosity and assured him
that he would return at the appointed time. That was the least he could do for a man who offered his
life to a complete stranger.
Twelve times the moon rose and set. Only a few days remained for Ali to return and k-ep his
promise. The night before the final day the Chief told Husain that he must prepare for death, as A\i
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had not returned. Somehow Husain was not too worried. He was certain, as he had said many times
during the past year, that Ali would return, because the word of an Arab was worth his life. Early
the next morning Husain was led to the place of execution. Just as the sun began to rise above the
horizon a rope was placed around his neck. The crowd stood in silence as the hangman made ready
for that action that would snuff out the life of this man. Husain was no stranger to the assembled men.
There were many who had known him since he was a small boy but they all realized that his position
was of his own choosing. The executioner waited for the signal from the Chief. Slowly he began to
raise his hand when suddenly there was a whizzing noise and an arrow landed at the feet of the Chief.
He rose from his position to see who would dare shoot an arrow at this critical moment. As he looked
over the heads of the men, out to the desert, he saw a cloud of dust rising and moving towards the
village. The Chief ordered the execution to be stopped until they had determined the cause of this
unusual event.
As the cloud came nearer they could make out the figure of a man on horseback, riding his horse
for all he was worth. When he finally galloped into the village they saw that it was Ali, his face grimy
and covered with sweat, his hair matted and his eyes bloodshot. He thundered into the square and as
he was about to get off his horse, the beautiful animal fell dead beneath him. The brave steed had
been driven furiously by Ali as was evidenced by the sweat that covered his body and the foam at his
mouth. Ali seemed to take no notice of the dead horse; he walked with trembling steps to the Chief.
"I thank God I was able to reach here in time," he said in a quivering voice.
The Chief marvelled at this man. He had kept his word and he had sacrificed even his noble
horse to come back and keep his promise. He thought of this for a few moments and then, moved by
mercy, he turned to the men by his side.
"Here is a great man," he shouted. "He has kept his word even at the cost of great sacrifice. Shall
we hang such a noble man?"
With one voice the crowd roared. "Let him live! Let him live!"
No sooner had those words rolled away when a man leaped into the center of the group and stood
before the Chief. In faltering words he admitted his guilt of the murder. He had been planning to
murder Mohammad for some time and when he saw a stranger staying at his house he committed the
crime, knowing that suspicion would fall on the innocent man. The Chief listened to this confession,
and he was, indeed, angry. But mercy was uppermost in his thoughts this morning and he decided
to pardon the man for his crime.
"Let all these men go free," he said. "Husain is not guilty and he has given us all an example of
the love we should have for our brothers. Ali is also innocent and he has taught us once again that a
man must keep his word, no matter what the sacrifice might be. Finally, let this man go free, for he
is an honest man and has admitted his guilt before all of us."
Then, turning to Ali he extended his hand to congratulate him. Ali reached for the hand of
the Chief and then suddenly sank to the ground. The Chief knelt beside him and heard his last few
words. "Chief, I tried to get here three moons ago, but I was attacked by robbers and held as a pri-
soner. Finally I made my escape and have been riding three days and three nights without halting
anywhere." His voice became weaker and the Chief was forced to lean closer to hear his faltering
words. "Take — care — of my fam—" The hand of Ali slipped from that ofthe Chief, and he breathed
no more.
Today when the Arabs talk about keeping their word this is the story they have in mind. It may
have been told better than I have told it, but the lesson is always the same. "The word of an Arab is
worth his life".
THE MAGI C BOX
GARABET GABRIEL
In centuries long past, a man was laughed at if he were to say that there would come a day when
tiny boxes would give sounds picked up from the air as soon as a button was turned. In those days
it was incredible, according to the people of the time, to have such a thing. Yet, nowadays it is one
of the most common electrical devices and is found in nearly all parts of the world.
This wonderful thing is the Radio.
Radios are used, now, for many purposes. They are used for amusements, such as music and
plays. Besides, they are used in war for communication among troops. Radios are also used to operate
machines and target planes which may be miles away from the one operating. Indeed, radio links all
parts of the world.
There are hundreds of types of receivers and transmitters. Take, for example, the tiniest sets,
which are as small as cigarette boxes and are carried by soldiers at war, and compare them with those
big-as-a-door sets in wireless departments and big broadcasting stations. There are even sets which
operate automatically. Tha1 is, once they are set in operation, they keep on sending messages without
any more aid of a human hand. And also there are receivers which receive a message and register it
on an electrical typewriter. All this assortment of radio sets is wonderful. Meanwhile, we find big
differences in the sizes and the purposes for which they are used, but still they all work on the same
principle.
^SZ^
In 1871, Elihu Thompson, a young science teacher at Philadelphia, was working with a Ruhn-
korff coil, a form of transformer. In the course of his experiment he found that when the voltage was
high enough, he could obtain sparks from metallic objects thirty feet away. Then, in 1875, to defeat
the idea of Edison who was also working on the same effect and attributed the cause of the sparks to
some "etheric force", he repeated his experiment with an improved apparatus. This time he got sparks
from a door knob ninety feet away. He deduced something, but it was Heinrick Hertz who, in 1887, fully
found out that waves were produced. His apparatus consisted of two plates with a spark gap between
them and connected to an induction coil. Another two plates with a spark gap between them were
set a distance from the first. When power was sent in the coil, and eventually sparks began to jump
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from the first two plates, sparks began to form between the other two also. Thus he came to the con-
clusion that there was a wave motion which carried the energy from one to the other. Later it was
known that any discharge accompanied with a spark causes the formation of electromagnetic waves
which travel 186,000 miles per second. However, when such a wave hits another conductor which
has the same electrical frequency as that of the one sending the wave, it sets up in that conductor an
alternating current which oscillates as many times as that produced by the original.
This is exactly what happens in the ordinary home radio receivers or in other wireless sets. By
one of several ways, a current is made to oscillate many times along the antenna of the transmitter.
This oscillating flow of electrons forming the carrier wave determines the frequency of the transmit-
ter. While this process goes on the sound waves are changed through the microphone to fluctuating
direct current. This fluctuating direct current is then instantly mixed with the carrier wave, the result
of which is a modulated radio wave which is then sent to the air. These waves hit the several layers
of the atmosphere and are reflected back to the earth and from the earth back to the air and so on. In
this way the wave travels around the earth.
However, when the wave, for example, whose frequency is 550 kilocycles, strikes an antenna
which is connected to a receiver whose frequency at the moment is the same as the wave, that set picks
up that signal and rejects all others.
We should know how the receiver selects a station. Well, every one knows that by turning the
dial handle the stations are changed. What actually happens is this. We learn from Physics that when
one of two tuning forks having the same natural frequency is set vibrating the other one begins to
vibrate also; while any other fork with a different frequency will not. The same thing is true for the
radio. When the frequency of the receiver is the same as that of the transmitter, the signals sent by
the latter are picked up by that particular receiver.
The method used to vary the frequency of a receiver is either by changing the value of the tuning
capacitor or that of the coil in which the current from the aerial-ground system is induced. That is
why you move the handle on the dial when you are looking for a definite station. Actually you are
moving the plates of a capacitor, which is connected to the handle and eventually changing the value
of it. Resulting from the change of the value of the capacitor is the change of the electrical frequency.
The current coming out of the tuning circuit is oscillating thousands of times per second. Since
headphones are not quick enough to respond to such a current, it needs to be rectified or, in other
words, to be made direct current. So in a fraction of a second, after the tuner has done its job in se-
lecting the station, the current coming in is fed in through the detector, a device to rectify a.c. currents.
After coming out of the detector, the carrier wave is removed and all that remains is the fluctuating
direct current produced by the microphone in the transmitter. When this direct current goes through
the phones, it moves the diaphragm back and forth in step with that of the microphone and the sound
is produced.
However, the headphones produce a sound which can only be heard by the man wearing the
phones. So it becomes necessary that the current should be amplified in order that it may operate a
loudspeaker. And what can amplify a current better than our old friend, "the electron tube"?
Here we see an outline of how the radio works and on what fundamental principle it depends.
It makes no difference what the size is; all radios work on that same principle.
We owe our thanks to all those great scientists who spent nights and days in working on the
progress of radio, the chain which linked the world,
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CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
BY
NAJI NASHMI
"Let's forget everything of the past and begin a new life," said Sam Drake to Jane Clark, as
they drove their car away from the Church. A large group of friends and well wishers who had attended
the wedding cheered as the happy couple drove away. To forget the past is not always an easy matter,
and seven years had elapsed since Sam and Jane first planned their marriage. The former had just
finished studying law when the war smashed their dreams, as it smashed the dreams of millions of
other men and women. Sam enlisted in the army while Jane went to work in a London hospital, and
both prayed that the postponement of their marriage would be of short duration.
Sam's qualities of leadership and intelligence won the admiration of his superior officers. Step
by step he rose from the ranks and was looked upon as an outstanding soldier. Early in the war he met
George Lawrence who, like himself, had risen to prominence in the army. A lasting friendship was
formed, for the two men had much in common. Sam showed his friend a picture of Jane and told of
the interruption of their happiness. Each week he wrote to her, he explained, and as soon as the war
was over they would become man and wife.
One aspect of army life that both men disliked was the persistant gambling of the soldiers. Sam
said it was an inevitable part of a soldier's existence, but the idea of men going into debt and the re-
sulting quarrels turned both of them against this form of relaxation. As the war dragged on Sam
gradually weakened in his outlook on gambling and one day entered a game. In a very short period of
time it became a habit with him, for no habit is more easily acquired. As he continued the games his
entire character underwent a slow transformation. He neglected his letters to Jane, the duties of
his office were disregarded, and soon he was in debt. Naturally he borrowed money from George,
who warned him time and again of his reckless activity. Then he took to drinking and was demoted
by his commanding officers. One day he came to George for money and his friend decided to give
him a stern warning.
"Sam, you don't know what you are doing," he said. "You already owe me four hundred pounds,
and now you are asking for more. What on earth has happened to you? Why are you constantly asso-
ciating with bad companions? Why don't you answer the letters you are receiving? In a few months
we shall be returning home. It is time for you to change your ways and prepare to meet your family
and friends. I shall give you no more money to waste on gambling and liquor."
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Sam was indignant. "You scoundrel! Villain! You are the worst friend! You miser."
George did not let him finish the sentence, but gave him a terrific punch that sent him to the
floor. It was more than five minutes before Sam regained consciousness. He sat on a chair like a man
in a daze, and reflected with shame on the past year of dissipation that he had lived.
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"George, I have been a fool. I laughed at men who gambled and drank and then I fell into the
same habits. I lost my position in the army and abandoned my friends. Even Jane went out of my
mind. But it is not too late. I can mend my ways if you will help me. You have always been my best
friend and I am sure you will help me with my resolution. I must straighten myself out before I meet
Jane."
A bright smile came over George's face and he patted his friend on the shoulder. "That's the
way to speak," he exclaimed. "I will do all I can to help you, and for the time being you can forget
the money you owe to me. Later on, after you are settled, you can pay me back. Now, you must write
a letter to Jane and apologize for your failure to answer her letters."
Sam kept his word and at the close of the war they returned once again to England, there to be
greeted by Jane and Sam's family. George agreed, after meeting Sam's friends, to spend a few days with
them before returning to his own home. Jane, Sam and George attended many dances and parties during
those few days and enjoyed the company of each other very much. Then one day the phone rang. It
was Joe calling, a friend of both George and Sam in the early days of the war, and he suggested a
reunion at an inn where he was staying on the outskirts of the town. The appointment was made for
seven-thirty that evening.
At the appointed time Sam and George arrived and were greeted by their old buddy. Joe took
them to the dining room where he had reserved a table, and ordered drinks brought in. Only a few
people were in the dining room at the time. The men chatted at great length about their war expe-
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riences. After talking for more than an hour Joe proposed a game of cards and to the bewilderment
of Sam, George agreed, thinking it was a fine idea. Sam did not wish to play, recalling his unbroken
resolution, but at the same time he feared it would be impolite to refuse. Reluctantly, he joined the
game. More drinks were served and the game started with small stakes, for this was to be a friendly
game. Then as the drinks increased the stakes grew larger and an obvious tenseness developed among
the men. As the other guests departed one by one the proprietor prepared to close the dining room
for the night. However, he saw that the card players had no intention of leaving so he left a bottle of
liquor and went off to bed. Since Joe was one of the guests at the inn he felt certain that no trouble
would develop.
Sam and George lost heavily at the game and Joe gloated over his winnings. All three men had
drunk too much and at length an argument arose between Sam and Joe over some money. George
listened and began to formulate a plan that had been in his mind the past few days. Suddenly Sam
rose from his chair and slapped Joe. The latter grabbed Sam and punched him, knocking him to the
floor. There he lay in a stupor. George thought quickly. Joe must have more than five hundred pounds
in his pockets, he reasoned. If he could kill Joe and make it appear that Sam was the murderer, then
he could get the money, and later Jane. The sad truth of the matter was that George had fallen in love
with Jane. He felt certain that the owner had heard the dispute between Sam and Joe. On the counter
was a knife and George grasped it, making sure to place a handkerchief in his hand before he touched
it. In the flash of a moment he had plunged it into Joe's back, and the man fell to the floor, bleeding
profusely from the wound. He then took all the money from Joe's pocket, hurried over to where Sam
lay and poured water on his face, and then ran excitedly to rouse the proprietor. By the time the two
returned to the dining room Sam had regained consciousness and was standing terrified over the
dead body of Joe. The owner was sure that Sam was the culprit because he had heard the quarrel
from his room.
When the police arrived and heard the story of the owner and George they immediately placed
Sam under arrest. He was questioned at length but denied that he was guilty of the crime. He insisted
that he knew nothing of the murder. He did admit that he had had a dispute with the dead man but
he was unable to remember anything about the knife. The police were convinced of his guilt but at
the same time were puzzled by the absence of fingerprints on the handle of the knife. Sam was for-
mally charged with murder and a date set for the trial.
He engaged as a lawyer Robert Barnes, a friend with whom he had studied law before the war.
The two men talked over the case at great length in the prison cell. Sam told of his friendship with
George and of their relation with Joe at the beginning of the war. As well as he could remember, he
described every detail of the fateful night at the inn. Once the quarrel had started, he explained, his
memory became hazy. When he came to his senses his face was wet and Joe lay dead a few feet from
him. On the table were three glasses and a bottle of whiskey. No money was there. He rose from the
floor and went over to see what had happened to Joe and while he was standing there George and the
owner came rushing into the room. Robert Barnes listened attentively.
"I believe you are innocent, Sam," he said, "but all the evidence points to you as the guilty party.
Even if you were convicted I think the court would be lenient with you, for if you did kill Joe you
were not in your right senses. However, I do not think you will be convicted. I have a few ideas on
this murder and I shall do a little investigating of my own. In the meantime, have courage, Sam. Jane
is firmly convinced that you are completely innocent of the charge."
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The lawyer discussed the entire case with the police. They were still certain that they had arrested
the right man. "You can't prove it by that knife," warned Barnes. "There are no fingerprints of my
client on the handle, and that is an important aspect of this murder."
"He was smart enough to cover his hand with a handkerchief," replied the inspector.
"A drunk man would never think of that," replied the lawyer. "Besides, he had just recovered
consciousness from the blow. By the way, how much money was found on Joe's person?"
"Three pounds," answered the inspector with a puzzled look on his countenance.
"I thought he was winning all the money in that game," spoke the lawyer. "Where did the rest
of the money go? Sam did not have it."
The inspector eyed Barnes sternly. "If you want to prove your client is innocent you will have
your day in court. Until then, he is guilty as far as we are concerned."
The courtroom was crowded the day of the trial. The newspapers had been filled with accounts
of the story and the common opinion was that Sam would be found guilty in a short trial. The first
witness was George, who blandly offered the details of that tragic night.
"We were drinking and gambling," he began, in a steady, even tone. "Joe and Sam got into a
dispute that gradually turned into a fist fight. I stepped between the two men and pushed Sam against
the counter. He seized a knife that was on the counter and before I could stop him he had rushed at
Joe and stabbed him in the back." The courtroom buzzed as George finished his testimony.
Next was the proprietor of the inn. "I was in my room, preparing to go to bed, when the murder
was committed. I heard Joe's voice. He was having a dispute with another man. I did not come out
of my room immediately because the argument seemed to stop as quickly as it had started. Then there
was a knock at my door. It was George, telling me to call the police, as a man had been murdered.
When I reached the scene the defendant was standing over the dead body of the victim." As he finished
the spectators engaged in loud conversation, and the judge called for order.
Sam's lawyer then asked the judge if he might ask George a few questions. The permission was
readily granted. George grew pale as he heaid the words, and cold perspiration covered his brow. But
he controlled himself remarkably well and took his place on the witness stand.
"Mr. Lawrence," began the lawyer, "how old are you?"
"Thirty- five years old," replied George with assurance.
"You said a moment ago that you were playing cards the night the murder was committed. Could
you tell us a little more about that game?"
"It was a friendly game in the beginning. The stakes were small. As the evening wore on we
increased the stakes. We continued the game until the argument developed."
"About how much money passed hands during the game?"
"I don't know, exactly. Perhaps a few hundred pounds."
"Would you describe for me the scene when you returned to the dining room with the owner
of the inn?"
"Joe was lying on the floor, while Sam stood over him, watching."
"Pardon me, what was on the table at the time?"
"There was a bottle, three glasses, and the cards scattered over the table."
"Good. Proceed."
George tried to conceal his nervousness. This lawyer was a smart man. What was he driving at?
He must be careful not to fall into a trap.
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"There were no other people in the room," he continued. "They had all departed earlier in the
evening. The police were summoned and we awaited their arrival. That is all."
"How long did it take you to summon the owner and return to the room?"
"Not more than a minute or two, as I remember."
"What was the cause of the dispute between Sam and Joe?"
"They argued over a small sum of money. Joe accused Sam of cheating, and Sam struck him."
"You are a good friend of the defendant. Do you think he would steal a small sum of money?"
"I don't know."
"That is all, Mr. Lawrence. Thank you."
There was consternation in the courtroom. People had noticed that George was nervous as he
answered the questions. The judge declared a recess. In the afternoon Robert Batnes was ready to
present his case to the jury. Dressed immaculately in a blue serge suit, and speaking in a slow,
deliberate manner, he began his defence.
"Gentlemen, the truth of this horrible crime has been brought to light in this courtroom. I would
ask you to consider a few important details that may have been overlooked. We have learned that a
few hundred pounds were exchanged in this card game. That money has not been found. The mur-
dered man was the winner. The police have told us that only three pounds were found in his pockets.
My client did not have the money. He had less than five pounds when he was arrested. The owner
of the inn did not get it, for Mr. Lawrence has told us that he was not even in the room at the time
of the murder. All the people who were there earlier in the evening had left. Perhaps a thief entered
while Mr. Lawrence left the room. That is impossible, for Mr. Lawrence himself has stated he was
gone only a minute or two. The only man who could have taken that money was Mr. Lawrence ! Had
the police searched him that night I am sure they would have found it. There is no such thing as a
perfect crime, gentlemen. Mr. Lawrence's greed for money has provided us with the only clue to this
murder. I am going to give you my version of this murder, and I think you will agree with me.
"There was, indeed, a fight between my client and the murdered man. My client was struck by
the victim and fell to the floor, unconscious. We can then picture Mr. Lawrence, carefully covering
his hand with a handkerchief and reaching for a knife. He then stabbed the murdered man who, no
doubt, was dazed from his fight and the liquor he had drunk. Lawrence then robbed his victim, roused
the defendant and tried to revive him. When he saw that the unconscious man was regaining his senses
he ran for the owner. On his return the defendant was standing in a dazed condition over the victim,
thus ironically placing himself under suspicion and removing all suspicion from the real murderer.
Gentlemen, circumstantial evidence pointed to the defendant as the criminal in this case, but now
that the trial has been conducted I think you will agree with me that the evidence points to one man
as the murderer, Mr. George Lawrence."
All eyes rested on George. He was on the point of collapse when the judge adjourned the court
and cleared the room. George broke down completely after this session and confessed his guilt, ex-
plaining that the large sum of money and his love for Jane prompted him to commit the crime. Imme-
diately after the confession Sam Drake walked from the court a free man, and a happy man, for Jane
was by his side, smiling jubilantly at the unexpected turn in events. The trial of Sam Drake was ended,
and a new life began for Sam and Jane, a life that had been interrupted and delayed by the hidden
forces of fate.
MALARIA
QIDAR SHEMDIN
The name malaria comes from two Italian words which mean "bad air". It was so called because
men once thought that this sickness was caused by the bad air which came from dirty marshes. It is a
disease which has been known from ancient times. African negroes were believed to have brought it
to other parts of the world. Some have said that it caused the destruction of Greek civilization. The
Spaniards found it in Mexico and South America when they discovered the New World. It was this
disease which halted the triumphant progress of many great conquerors in different ages. It compelled
the army of Alexander the Great to retreat in India. And in Palestine it helped the Arabs to repel the
Crusaders, for the latter did not have the Arabs' natural resistance to the disease.
Scientifically speaking, the cause of malaria is the malaria parasite, which is a Sporozoon. When
this minute parasite enters the human bloodstream, it feeds on the red blood cells, gradually enlarging
and occupying the space filled by those cells. Then it divides into many new parasites which swim in
the blood and attack other red blood cells. Each single parasite penetrates a single red blood cell and
destroys it. It is the simultaneous breaking up of many red blood cells which causes the infected person
to experience chills.
In the blood of man the increase of the parasites is asexual. However, sex cells do develop, which
are able to unite only in the stomach of the mosquito. This happens after the Anopheles mosquito
bites an infected person and sucks up blood from him. In the mosquito's stomach the sex cells develop
into mature eggs and sperm cells which unite to form zygotes. Each of these divides into several thou-
sands of young parasites which invade the mosquito's salivary glands and are consequently injected
by the mosquito into the bloodstream of the person whom it bites. Only the female Anopheles bites.
It can be distinguished from other mosquitoes by the fact that it is practically standing on its head
when it bites. The reason for its injecting saliva into the person whom it bites is that its saliva contains
a substance which prevents the human blood from clotting and thus blocking up the mosquito's pro-
boscis, i.e. its tubular sucking organ.
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As there are different kinds of malaria, so there are different malaria parasites technically known
as Haemosporidia of the Genus Plasmodium. Tertian fever is one kind, and is caused by the Plasmo-
dium vivax which was discovered by the French scientist Larvan in 1880. Another type is quartan
fever, caused by plasmodium malariae. A third variety is the subtertian, or malignant fever, which
is due to the plasmodium falciparum.
An infected person can be cured by drugs such as quinine and Atabrine. But his visits to the doctor
will very probably be repeated again and again so long as his home is open to the invasion of Anopheles
mosquitoes. For malaria can be transmitted from one person to another only through the bite of a
female Anopheles mosquito which has previously bitten someone already infected. These females lay
their eggs on water. The eggs are very small and float on the surface of the water. They will be found
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in clear, warm, quiet pools, or near the shores of quiet lakes which have plants growing in them. They
can also be found in holes where water has collected, in pools choked with brush, in creeks which have
water plants, and in swamps. When the water is warm — 70 F. — larvae develop from the eggs. The
larvae, which look like tin} worms, stay on the surface to get air and food. After a while they develop
into pupae, which can be seen bobbing around in the water with their breathing tubes on the surface.
These pupae then change into adult mosquitoes. But many larvae and pupae are eaten by fish before
they become adults, and many of the adults are the victims of dragonflies and other insects.
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Malarial mosquitoes can be found in damp, cool, dark places such as barns and stables in which
farm animals are kept. But they also may be found in different places in men's homes. They do not
bite people when it is bright and sunny, or when a wind is blowing. They prefer to find their victims
on still evenings when people are sitting out of doors. So there is less chance of our getting malaria if
we are careful to stay in mosquito-proofed places. But how to avoid malaria is a very big problem.
Going to the doctor is one way. The doctor examines the patient's blood under the microscope and
finds out that malaria parasites are present. So he prescribes Atabrine or quinine, or injects a quinine
solution into the patient. But the doctor does not really stop malaria in this way. Sooner or later the
patient's temporary immunity wears off and the bite of an Anopheles mosquito will again infect him.
Indeed, it will not be surprising to find that the doctor himself has malaria if this type of mosquito is
present in the region.
The best way to prevent malaria is to declare open and effective war on our public enemy number
one— the female Anopheles. In the first place she must be kept out of our houses. This can be accom-
plished by covering our doors and windows with screens. Cracks in the walls and floors should be
covered with heavy paper or some other material."Imshi" should be used regularly to kill these invaders.
But why allow the mosquitoes to become adults? It will be much better to make it impossible
for the larvae and pupae to mature. This must be done by communities working with trained experts.
Pools can be drained away by digging ditches leading to streams, and ponds which cannot be drained
can be filled in. This drying out process will give the mosquitoes no chance to breed. Cleaning the
banks of ponds also helps, for it gives the fish a chance to eat the larvae. Plants and trees growing in
water should be removed, for they collect material in which the larvae hide for protection.
Men who have been trained know how to put a kind of dust on the surface of the water. The
larvae, which live on the surface, eat the tiny grains which kill them. Putting a thin layer of oil on the
surface is also effective, for the oil suffocates the pupae by entering into their breathing tubes. This
work is not easy, but its difficulty will be forgotten if we consider the sad condition of the people who
live in malarial spots. Constant sickness makes whole families dejected and uncomfortable. They are
poor because they have not the strength to work their land properly. Some even leave their land and
homes and seek out places where they will be free of malaria. Were it not for this disease, these people
would be happy and healthy, raising crops and livestock, and enjoying a comfortable life.
During recent years the Government of Iraq has studied the facts of the case. The Department
of Health has instituted courses designed to train men in the methods of warfare against the Anopheles.
Men thus trained were assigned to the different parts of Iraq where malaria was prevalent. In my home
town of Zahko I have watched a lot of that work, done by men hired for the purpose who labored
under the supervision of experts assigned by the Department of Health. They did a good job. They
cleaned up the banks of the Khabur River around Zahko. In places the current was redirected to affect
sections formerly stagnant. These men went also to the surrounding villages and did their best to
regulate the streams of water in the vicinity of those villages. I am glad to think that my own father
was able to help them by letting them use his trucks for transportation. The men thus engaged soon
became very clever in the work. Besides taking care of the various streams and pools of water they
also visited every single house in Zahko and the surrounding villages and spread D.D.T. on all the
walls, floors and ceilings. Their work was most effective. The immediate result was less malaria. But
the profounder and more satisfying result was the contentment and happiness which their good work
brought to so many people.
THE ROAD TO FAME
YUSUF ABBU
It was my ambition as a youth to distinguish myself some day by an outstanding act of heroism.
In my village of Tel Kaif the custom prevailed of telling tales of adventure by the light of the winter's
fire or beneath the bright summer moon. Young as I was, I never knew the meaning of fear as the
older men narrated their exciting stories of encounters with wild animals of the desert. I was a dreamer.
I would sit beside them until the late hours of the night and visualize the day when I, too, would tell
my story of adventure. I could see myself in the center of a circle of men, each one attentive to my
words, as I unfolded my heroic tale. Little did I realize that a thrilling experience would come to me
in my youth, one that almost gave me the opportunity to take my place in the middle of the circle.
There have been many strange versions of my accidental meeting with a wild boar, two years
ago last summer, and I feel that in justice to the boar and myself, an explanation of the facts as they
actually occurred should be forthcoming. Many of my friends considered it incredible that a boy of
my age should survive such an experience. Others magnified the adventure beyond its proportion,
and so I might be pardoned if I expose the whole affair as it really happened.
On the day of my daring feat I had no intention nor desire of meeting a wild boar. Nor did the
boar intend to meet me. Indeed, he might still be roaming the desert had he been able to avoid
crossing my path. As I have indicated before, there has always been a lot of speculation about boars
and wolves in my village. Many have wondered what action should be taken if such a beast appeared
suddenly, but such talk always seemed futile to me because both animals appear rarely in the sight
of man and most encounters have happened merely by chance.
One very warm day in July my brother, Edward, suggested that we go on a picnic to a stream
on the outskirts of the village. In the fields nearby we could pick husks and later catch some fish from
the stream. The idea appealed to me and I agreed to go along. But when the time for departure came,
Edward changed his mind. The stories of wolves and boars had terrified him and he recalled more
than one warning from my mother that the wild animals would get him if he was not a good boy. He
firmly believed, as did many of the young people of the village, that it was unsafe to travel beyond
the borders of the town. Such talk could not scare me, for I was older and wiser.
With a light heart I set out upon my journey, riding a strong, black donkey. I carried my lunch,
fishing lines and hooks along with me. Not with any foreboding of evil I also carried my bow and
arrow. This priceless weapon was a Christmas gift from my uncle and more out of habit than for any
other reason I placed it with my luggage. After all, it did give me the appearance of a brave warrior,
marching off to battle. I was not a sportsman by any means, but shortly after receiving the bow and
arrow I killed a gazelle under the most embarrassing circumstances. We were coming home from the
fields one day when my sharp eye detected the animal, sleeping under an eucalyptus tree. Creeping
stealthily along the ground I came to withn five meters of the hapless beast. Bending down on one
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knee I took careful aim, released the arrow, and watched it pierce the heart of the poor animal. With
a pitiful groan he tried to rise, then suddenly rolled over and expired. It was my first encounter with
animals, and I began to perceive possibilities of my dream coming true.
But all this is getting away from my story. When I arrived at the stream there were many sheep
pasturing among the bushes. All was calm and peaceful. Farmers were walking to the fields for the
day's work, birds sang their songs and flew about the trees, frolicking from one place to another and
chirping their melodious tunes. Now, it was rather common for farmers to see wild boars as they
worked in the fields, always at a safe distance, of course. The summer before, one of my friends was
helping his father when he wandered a short distance from the field. His faithful dog, a huge animal,
accompanied him. Suddenly, from behind a bush, a boar appeared and walked towards my unfor-
tunate friend. The animal was short and fat, his hair was curly, large white teeth protruded from his
frightful countenance, and his rolling, fearful eyes were terrible to behold. The dog yelped and fled
the scene immediately; my friend was crippled with fear and could only sit down and cry. Every organ
of his body quivered and his blood curdled in his veins. The color left his face. The boar obviously
had never seen such a creature before. Coming nearer he bit a husk, chewed it contentedly, and walked
quietly away. It was later to be a consolation to me to know that boars preferred husks to human meat.
Being hot and tired from my journey, I decided to take a swim. I tied the donkey to a tree, leaving
him enough rope to allow him to graze peacefully on the rich grass. The bow and arrow I placed near
a tree trunk. Then I took a short, refreshing swim in the cool waters of the stream. What a perfect
day, I thought. The birds of the air and the fish of the stream seemed to share the happiness of nature.
A gentle breeze fanned the branches of the trees, the stream itself seemed to sing as it rolled along
on its course, and the sheep and cows were banqueting on the lush grass along the banks of the river.
A few amber clouds sailed along the blue sky, finally vanishing beyond the horizon. Coming out of
the water I stretched out upon the grass in the shade of a tree, and marvelled at the serene and beautiful
wonders of nature. The cool wind charmed me, my eyes became drowzy, and quietly I drifted off to
the land of dreams.
I have never ascertained the length of my siesta. I do know that when I awoke a strange feeling
gripped me. Where was I? Oh, yes, on my picnic. I sat up with a start, and there, a few meters away,
was a huge boar, eating husks! I gasped. The boar, who had been busy eating his meal, looked over
at me quizzically. Apparently, he had not seen me before. He dropped the food and ambled over to
look upon this strange creature. Slowly, oh so slowly, he approached .What should I do? Should I
run for the stream and dive in? That would be foolish, for the boar could swim better than I. Should
I run? That would not help. The boar is a swift runner, especially when he is excited. Then a saving
thought came to me. I have often seen dogs chase a stick that was thrown. Reaching for a broken piece
of wood beneath the tree I hurled it over the head of the boar. Turning around, he walked over to
examine it, probably thinking it was food. My dodge had succeeded. Now to get back to my martial
base.
Within a few seconds I had reached the tree and frantically grasped my bow and arrow. It was
my only chance. Meantime, my adversary, having examined the stick with his nose as well as his eyes,
turned in my direction. He started towards me. Infuriated by my treachery he let forth loud grunts
and groans. I began to wonder if this was my last day on earth, or would it be the boar's last day. It
all depended on that one arrow. All the sins and wrongdoings of my past life flooded my mind. I could
not think of one good action I had ever done. My parched lips moved in prayer.
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The boar was closing in on me.
I tried to think of stories told in the village about meetings with wild boars. But no one was ever
in the circumstances in which I now found myself. Should I try to hit his head? That was dangerous.
If I missed I would not have another chance. I decided to take a general aim and hope for the best.
I would not shoot until he was very near.
The boar was coming nearer and nearer.
Now I tried to fix my thoughts upon my family. What would my mother think when darkness
came and her son had not returned? What would my father say when he led a searching party and
found only my bones by the banks of the stream? What sorrow would be Edward's, when he realized
that his stupid idea was the cause of my untimely death? How many thoughts came to my mind in
such a short space of time
!
Time was running out.
Now the boar was in striking distance. When he came within four meters he raised his forefeet,
as if to jump upon me and tear me to pieces. I aimed my arrow, closed my eyes, and let the weapon
fly. A horrible yell of pain pierced the silence of the fields and I opsned my eyes to see the boar panting
his last breath at my very feet. The arrow had struck his heart. With mingled emotions of fear and
happiness I gazed upon my victim.
It was some time before I could settle my nerves and plan the next move. I decided to remove
the arrow from his body, an action I was later to regret, and then, leaving him where he lay, I mounted
my donkey and began the return journey to Tel Kaif. Darkness overcame me on the way, and the
stars came out to twinkle above my head, as if to congratulate me on my escape. The cool night air
of the desert was upon me. As I approached the village people rushed out to meet me and lead me to
my home. There my anxious family greeted me with tears of joy, but when the happy reunion ended
my father spoke sternly.
"Where have you been until this late hour ?" he demanded.
"Oh, I met a boar," I answered casually, "and since he was in a fighting mood I had to kill him."
Loud laughs greeted my answer and when I told my story, with a few modifications and omissions,
of course, there were many who simply refused to believe. The discussion lasted well into the night.
The following morning I led an expedition to the scene of my adventure. The men of the village
wanted proof, and several small boys came along merely out of curiosity. I thought of my hour of
triumph when these skeptics beheld my victim, freshly killed, and wondered if they would be ashamed
at doubting my story. As we approached the fields I looked for the boar but his figure did not appear.
When we finally reached his last resting place, to my horror, there was only a cluster of dried bones.
The buzzards had found him before his body was cold and robbed me of the glory of my achievement.
As the group looked solemnly at the remains, one of the men expressed the sentiments of all present.
"That animal may have been dead for months."
I then wished that I had left the arrow in the boar's body, as a proof of my marksmanship. As
the men stared at me in silence I lowered my eyes in shame. There was nothing I could say. After we
returned to the village I was acutely aware of the fact that I would have to wait a while longer before
I could take my place in the center of the circle and hold my audience spellbound. In the meantime,
I hope that on the next occasion in which I meet a wild animal and slay him in self-defence, there
will be present a witness to testify to my heroism.
Note : This story is an imitation of the short story, "How I Killed A Bear", by Charles Dudley Warner.
KURDISH TRIBES IN IRAQ
TAHSIN AL-AMIN
I am now eighteen years old, and I have spent most of this time among the Kurdish Tribes of
Iraq. I think I have quite enough information about them, for I am one of them. You would be sur-
prised if you saw nature's beauty up in the northern part of the country. The north is full of rivers,
mountains, valleys, and forests, which all together form an attractive territory. The psople live in small,
romantic villages among high and rocky mountains. All do not live in villages. Some are scattered in
small groups among the painted hills and along the river banks and in gorgeous green valleys, each
doing his own work separately, but joining with others in defense of their territory. Some live in huts
made of mud of wood. Others, having no stationary home, travel from place to place, looking for food
for their animals. A third group live in big houses, made of white stone.
The Kurdish people are divided into entirely different tribes. Each tribe lives in a certain place,
and each tribe has a chief of its own. More than that, each tribe performs a different kind of labor. All
are kind to every stranger that enters their village or nest-like home. But there is no stranger among
them, for they treat each single human being gently and with respect.
Now that we are in the twentieth century, everybody all over the world wants to learn science,
and every civilized father teaches his little ones how to handle a pencil and blacken a white piece of
paper. But the Kurdish father trains his children how to handle a gun and how to fight with it in order
to defend their country, and that is because civilization has not yet reached him.
A modern boy goes to school by day, and by night to some dance party or cinema with his friend.
He lives an easy life and never falls into trouble of any kind. But it is surprising to know how the
northern lad spends his time. When he sees the blaze of sun upon the mountains to the east, he must
leave his home and take his simple lunch to go with his cattle and sheep to the green valleys that enclose
his home. He is very much contented with the work. He never realizes how severe it is, for he
never had anything else to do. He likes to sit on a high rock in the middle of a sea of grass and hear
his cattle moo loudly around him, or he likes occasionally to sing a song when he sees about him the
pretty young girls all dressed in full colour, for the Kurdish girls usually go on sunny days to the hills
to gather wood and carry it home.
Kurdish young men and women marry at an early age. A Kurdish boy is very stubborn, and when
he fixes his heart on a girl, nothing but death can part him from her. Thus this shepherd makes love
to his sweetheart in the hills. An hour before sunset, they part, each going to his home. The boy leads
the animals home, the girl carries home her wood. She must explain to her mother why she is late,
but she can tell her that there was no wood. But that poor boy cannot rest, even at night, for he must
take the animals to water twice every night.
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I do not say that all, but I say that most Kurdish lads are trained like this. When they grow up,
they are not educated men. The fault is not theirs, for they have no schools to study in. They are clever,
but they cannot show it, because they do not go to school. The few rich boys who study in cities far
away from their homes are bright enough to stand on equal terms with their school companions. When
I say the Kurdish lads are clever, I do not mean all, but certainly many of them are very intelligent.
The majority of the people do not knew sciences, but they know one thing that is useful occasion-
ally to every human being, and that is, how to fight. The Kurdish people are so skillful in fighting
that one might think they are born to fight. They do whatever their chief tells them to do even if the
request requires their lives. Most of them are fiery-tempered, and I think it is their temper which
makes them courageous.
There is one undesirable thing in the character of the Kurdish people, and that thing may be
called "Feud Blood". When something dishonorable is done to them, they never forget it, and they
must take their revenge. They never forgive anyone who has done wrong to them in any way, and that
is because "feud blood" is in their veins. They never realize that fatalism is wrong, but they do what
they have decided to do, whether the action is right or wrong. "Feud blood" sometimes drives them
crazy and makes them do what they will be sorry for later. I know one man who became an outlaw to
take revenge because his brother was killed by a police officer. He killed over one hundred policemen.
Then, two years later, he was killed in a fight with the Iraq Armed Forces. As I have mentioned, the
Kurdish people have a lot of courage, but some of them misuse it.
In general, the Kurdish people are poor. Most of them earn their living in different ways. There
are three major ways in which people earn money. Some of them live a very hard life; they are the
cattle and sheep men. They have no fixed home; but every valley and spot where water is found and
grass grows is their home. They travel from place to place in order to keep their animals alive. It is
the only way by which they can make profit and earn a living. Their life is miserable, but they like it.
There are some who live from the products of their plantations. Kurdish farmers still use old-
fashioned instruments in planting, for they are not rich enough to buy modern instruments. They do
not get much out of their work, because they know nothing about modern agriculture.
The rest of the people live by trading. They trade among the cities of Iraq. However, some of
the rich merchants trade with foreign countries.
Among the three types I mentioned, there are a few people who are very rich. The common people
hate some of the rich men, because they work for them day and night but get neither freedom nor
money out of their hard work.
The industrial products in Kurdistan are very poor. They are useful only in their own country.
Some people can make everything they need in their life, but they make it poorly. What can they do?
They have no money to buy fine goods from foreign countries, so they have to be content with their
own industrial products.
The Kurdish population in Iraq is not more than one-half million, but the Kurdish people speak
four different dialects and wear four different kinds of costumes. This difference makes the Kurdish
people lose their unity, because there is no relationship among those who speak different dialects and
wear different costumes.
Though many wonderful things are to be found in Kurdistan, one thing is missing, and that one
thing is complete, modern civilization. But that is approaching nearer and nearer, and gradually it will
spread over all Kurdistan.
THLETIC
Seated : Fathers Dunn, Quinn and F. Kelly.
Standing: Fathers Powers, Hamel and T. Kelly.
COACH ING STAFF
Pictured on this page are the Fathers who
supervised the expansive athletic program of the
school year. Father Quinn, who fulfilled the impor-
tant task of Moderator of Athletics, also coached
football and track, and led his Secondary Football
squad to the finals in the Government Tournament.
Father Frederick Kelly directed the Secondary
Basketball team which this year won the champion-
ship cup of the Government League. The Interme-
diate Basketball team was handled by Father Powers,
and he also had the joy of seeing his stars reach the
finals in the Government Tournament. The full
tennis program, conducted by Father Thomas Kelly,
was climaxed by the school tournament in December.
Father Dunn and Father Hamel, moderators of the
Intramural Sports program, arranged the baseball,
football and basketball leagues that provided so
much sport and entertainment during the entire year.
SECONDARY BASKETBALL TEAM
First Row : Badri Nalu, Fuad al-Wattar, Sarkis
Second Row : Murad Kazanjian, Ara Sahakian, Ta
Sadurian, Father F. Kelly.
Gharibian, Samir Ziyya, Halim Atiyya, George Malak.
mur al-Amin, Hufdhi al-Urfali, Kamal Tereza, Karnik
SECONDARY BASKETBALL
From the opening day of school, and even before
that, basketball talk was in the air. This should be
our year! Father Sullivan's patient training of the
past three years was due to bear some sweet cham-
pionship fruit. All of last year's championship team
in Class B of the Government Basketball Tourna-
ment were available this year. The first team of Fuad
al-Wattar, Kamal Tereza, Sarkis Gharibian, Bedri
Nalu and Samir Ziyya would be aided by those
strong replacements of George Malak and Murad
Kazanjian. The team would be further strengthened
by the addition of Taimur al-Amin, Ara Sahakian,
Hufdhi al-Urfali and Karnik Sadurian from the
strong Intermediate team of last year. No wonder
enthusiasm was high!
When Father Frederick Kelly issued the call
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for candidates in the first week of October, there
were many boys who wished to try for the one open
vacancy on the team. Daily practice narrowed down
the choice to Halim Atiyya, whose five years expe-
rience as a boarding student gave him the edge.
Happily burdened with such depth of good players,
Father Kelly decided to try out a two-platoon system
this year.
The season opened with a practice game against
the Amir Club, made up of former school stars. At
the half we were leading 21-12, but our opponents
proved that experience is a real asset in sports and
finally conquered us by a score of 46-39. In a return
match with the same club our Eagles bounced back
to win the first victory of the year, 41-34. Then our
own Intermediate team, which had been practicing
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for a month, challenged their older brothers. The
game was close for the first half but the Secondary
team emerged victorious with the final tally 68-24.
Our opening league game took place at the
Huwat Club court against the Technical School.
We jumped away to a quick lead in this game and
wound up on the winning side of a 37-15 score. On
the following day we journeyed to the Primary
Teachers' Court in Adhamiya to play our second
league game. The Eagles really flew high on this day
and displayed their best brand of basketball during
this contest. Our depth was clearly evident in the
second half when our fresh replacements wore down
their gallant opponents. At the final whistle the
score stood 54-20 in our favor.
We then met the strong Markaziya squad,
champions of last year. This was to be the big test
for us and it turned out to be a real, hard-fought
game. We trailed 6-0 in the opening minutes but
soon settled down and took a lead that was never
relinquished. As our fresh platoons shuttled in and
out of the game the lead increased, and we won by
the comfortable margin of 53-32. This game was
followed by a practice session with the Huwat Club,
who vanquished us with a 53-33 score. Next we
played our own Alumni and won easily, 58-38. Both
these practice games primed us for our meeting with
Karkh School, one of the strongest teams in the
league.
A large crowd of excited spectators was on hand
for the Karkh game. Our opponents quickly gained
a ten point lead, but the Eagles fought back and at
the half the score was tied: 21-21. During the second
half we went into the lead, but with the score at
48-40, and five minutes left to play, the game was
called on account of darkness. The remaining time
was later played off and we emerged the victor by a
narrow margin of three points, 49-46. Another
practice game with the Huwat Club followed, and
at the final whistle we were the losers, 39-30. During
the Christmas holidays we played two games with
the Amir Club and lost both games by 8 and 4 points,
respectively.
On January 17, before a capacity audience, we
met the Karkh team in a game to determine the
winner of the Secondary School Cup. In the early
minutes of the game Karkh held a 4-1 lead, but this
was soon overcome by the high flying Eagles.
Although we maintained this lead throughout the
game we were never certain of victory until the final
whistle. The game was a thriller from beginning to
end and the victory, by a score of 59-47, gave us the
coveted championship cup. In past years we had
come close to this distinction, but this was the first
time in the history of the school that we led the
league.
Fuad, George, Halim, Sarkis and Samir had
played their last game for the Maroon and Gold,
for they graduate in June. They have done much to
place the Eagle in his lofty perch and deserve con-
gratulations for their magnificent work. Returning
to the squad next year will be Taimur, Kamal,
Karnik, Bedri, Hufdhi, Ara and Murad. Father
SuJlivan, who laid the foundations for this successful
season, will give them a hearty welcome. A final
word of thanks goes to Frather Frederick Kelly,
whom we nominate as the Coach of the Year,
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INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL TEAM
First Row : Berj Khadawirdi, Berj Huwakimian, Vraj Kutunian, Raymond Ishaq, Ghazi Aziz.
Second Row: Shawqat George, Tahsin Awji, Nawwaf Nuri, Ismat Antun, Munir Fernandez, Father Powers.
It is always difficult to be the younger brother
of a famous personage and to be eclipsed habitually
by his greatness, as our Intermediate Basketball
team can well tell you. Our young Eaglets had a
very good season this year but the outstanding
success of the Secondary team naturally focused
the spotlight on the older boys. Father Powers began
practice with his team early in October. Prospects
were not too hopeful at the time, with only three
players returning from last year's squad. At the same
time a plentitude of energetic aspirants made it
easier for Father Powers to field a strong quintet
against Adhamiya in the opening game of the
Government Tournament.
A vigorous practice game against the strong
Markaziya team resulted in a two-point win for the
Maroon and Gold, 31-29. It also gave us the expe-
rience required for the Adhamiya game which fol-
lowed in a few days. This latter contest was close
during the first half, but our Eaglets soon extended
the 4 point lead at half-time to 21 points at the end.
During the second half Raymond Ishaq and Berj
Huwakimian, fed by Vraj Kutunian, swished in
basket after basket to help us gain a 44-23 victory.
Another practice game against Markaziya re-
sulted in our first loss, 39-30. We soon bounced
back and won from Karkh, 51-40, for our second
tournament win. With Markaziya again furnishing
the opposition in a practice session we bowed this
time by a last-second basket in a game in which the
lead was never more than 4 points for either side
The defending champions from Jaffariya accounted
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for our first tournament loss in a fast and exciting
game.
Returning from the long Christmas holiday
layoff, the Eaglets proved their mettle by winning
two games in three days, the first 66-26 against
Rashid School, and the second 33-24 against Kadh-
miya. These two wins put us in the semifinal round
against our three-time practice opponent, Markaziya.
The Maroon and Gold were never headed in this im-
pressive 51-31 victory over last year's semi finalist.
We then met Jaffariya School for the Interme-
diate championship game. Off to a good start, we
gained a 5 point lead, but this was cut down by
Jaffariya as they went ahead, 8-5. After a close first
half our opponents' height, speed and experience
began to tell, and at the final whistle they had taken
our measure by a score of 69-37. Immediately after
the game the Intermediate Championship Cup was
presented to the Jaffariya team, while the Eaglets
were awarded the cup for second place. The players
of both teams were presented with medals.
It was a successful season by any standard, and
by far the best in the short Intermediate history of
the school. Watch these boys as they take their places
on Father Sullivan's Secondary team next year: the
high-scoring forward line of Vraj, Berj Huwakimian
and Raymond with the capable guards Ghazi Aziz,
Berj Khadawirdi, Shawqat George and Munir
Fernandez. Nawwaf Nuri, Tahsin Awji, Shaiban
Awni and Ismat Antun will form a nucleus for a
potential winner for Father Powers in next year's
intermediate competition.
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SECONDARY FOOTBALL TEAM
First Row : Taimur al-Amin, Waskin Mukhtarian, Faisal Rahmatallah, George Malak, Anushuvan
Kivorkian, Raymond Vincent. Second Row : Father Quinn, Ishkhan Azarian, Popkin Siropian, Murad
Kazanjian, Ara Sahakian, Wasim Hikari, Surin Birsimian, Hikmat Ilia Jazrawi.
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When Father Quinn called out the football
squad for its first practice in October his hopes were
high for a successful season. Outstanding veterans
who answered the call were George Malak, Faisal
Rahmatallah, Murad Kazanjian and Anushuvan
Kivorkian. The former Intermediate stars, Taimur
al-Amin, Waskin Mukhtarian, Ara Sahakian, Surin
Birsimian, Ishkhan Azarian, Popkin Siropian and
Raymond Vincent were on hand to complete the
happy picture.
Co-operation and team work were emphasized
by Father Quinn in his first pep talk. He stressed
an old football principle, that a good pass is worth
two long kicks, and made it clear that we could only
win if eleven players worked together as a unit.
Raymond Vincent won the position of right wing
after he had proven himself in practice. There was
no lack of confidence as we stepped out on the field
for our first game on November 10. A spirit of opti-
mism had spread throughout the team, for we had
clicked in practice.
Due to the fact that we did not field a Secondary
Team last year we were placed in Division B of the
Government Tournament. We were determined to
make a strong bid for the Cup in this division. Our
first opponents were the Police School and they
offered us a real test. Speed, accuracy and team work
paid us rich dividends in this game and we were the
victors by a score of 4 to o. We then met Sharqia
School in what turned out to be a highly interesting
game. Taimur's well-educated toe gave us an early
one point lead, which lasted until tne closing minutes
of the game. Sharqia School then scored on a penalty
shot. We were then forced into an overtime period,
but our determined Eagles outdid themselves and
we won the game, 3-1.
After this game there followed a series of
friendly practice sessions with football teams from the
vicinity of Baghdad. These games were played on
our home grounds where the boys of the school had
an opportunity to witness their team in action.
Among the teams which met us were the Amir Club,
the Baghdad Technical School, the All Stars from
Wazaria and Club Team from Habbaniyah. Apart
form the pleasure of playing these teams, our Eagles
gained wide experience in preparation for the big
game that was looming on the horizon.
History was made when we reached the finals
in the Government Tournament, for this was the
2 first time a football team from Baghdad College had
2& ever advanced to this stage. On January 7 we met
INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL TEAM
First Row : Misak Mamarian, Sami Abid, Elisha Baba, Berj Khadawirdi, Warda Marukil, Kaizak
Hagopian, Joseph Ruman. Second Row : Father Quinn, Sitrak Kuyumjian, Krikor Baraghimian, Hraj
Jaburian, Edward Jarkhatian, Mufid al-Samarrai, Manuel Shanku.
the formidable Karkh School team for the cham-
pionship game at Scouts' Field. At first the teams
seemed evenly matched, but towards the end of the
first period Taimur kicked the perfect pass. Sailing
down the field it reached Murad, who took it on the
run, forced it to the right and outran the opposing
fullback. Nudging the ball with his chest he drew the
Karkh goalie over, and then sent it through for a score.
This one point margin looked good, but the
tireless Karkh players came back in the second
period to tie the score. Spurred on by their goal they
went ahead to score once more and this goal proved
to be the omen of victory for the Karkh team. Later
they made another point and by a score of 3-1
annexed the championship cup. They had fought hard
and fully earned their victory, but even in defeat
our Eagles reflected great credit on their school. The
spirit of the team and its indomitable courage will
always be an inspiration to future Maroon and Gold
football players.
The Intermediate team did not fare as well this
year, but this was due chiefly to a lack of experience.
The team did manifest a true spirit and learned a
great deal from practice and from observing the
Secondary team in practice. This will certainly pay
dividends next year when some ofthe players grad-
uate to the Secondary squad, and those who remain
will form an experienced group upon which the
Intermediate team can be built. Berj Khadawirdi,
Kaizak Hagopian and Krikor Baraghimian were
outstanding this year and will be a welcome addition
to the Secondary team next year.
Thus ends another football season, one with a
lot of excitement and sportsmanship. Football is
definitely a popular sport among the boys and the
showing this year has manifested the real possibil-
ities of Baghdad College in competition. Another
year should find us near the top of the league with
both Secondary and Intermediate teams.
TENNIS
First Row : Adnan George,
George Malak, Nadhim Hassu.
TENNIS CHAMPIONS
Basil Faidhi. Second Row : George Mirza, • Zara, Father T. Kelly,
The tennis players al Baghdad College are
without number, but once Father T. Kelly starts
the tournament in November it seems that the entire
school gravitates towards the courts. The games are
played morning, noon and after school, each boy
hopeful that he will reach the finals in one of the
three classes. More than 150 boys took part in the
eliminations this year, an indication of the popularity
of the sport among the boys of Baghdad. By the
middle of December the top four in each class had
been selected and on December 13 the faculty and
students converged on the courts to watch the finals.
The Senior Division was represented by George
Malak and Nadhim Hassu, who swept through the
series without the loss of a set. In the finals they
turned back Faisal Rahmatallah and Murad Kazan-
jian, 6-1, 6-4, offering the spectators some of the
flashiest tennis of the year. The Intermediate victors
were Amir Zara and George Mirza, who also hold
many of the swimming records in the city. They
overcame Samir Nayyim and Asad al-Khudhairi in
two fast sets, 6-0, 6-2. The Junior Division game
was followed enthusiastically by a cheering crowd
of First High boys, who watched Basil Faidhi and
Adnan George win two sparkling games. They won
the championship of their division by conquering
Warujan Karamian and Aram Wartanian in two
games, 6-4, 6-4.
The officiating was capably handled by three
veterans of former tournaments; Henry Simon,
Wasim Hikari and Farid Yusuf. To them and to the
excellent retrieving work of the ball-boys of iC we
extend our sincere gratitude for helping to make this
triple championship a major event in the sports
annals of Baghdad College. The tournament was
ended but the tennis devotees continued their fre-
quent games throughout the year, probably with an
eye on next year's championship matches.

SECONDARY TRACK TEAM
SECONDARY RELAY TEAM
TRACK
As soon as rhe midyear examinations were
ended, in early February, Father Quinn alerted the
boys for the annual track meet, one of the most
popular events on the athletic calendar. Trials were
j
held each day to determine the candidates best qua-
lified for the many events, and because of the large!
numbers who entered the trials, the coaches were!
kept busy during many a noon recreation and after
school. Early on the morning of March I, the ap-
pointed day for the meet, thunder rolled over thei *
city of Baghdad and lightning flashed in the predawnc
darkness. But by 9 o'clock the sun was shining brigh-v
tly and, with the athletic field lined for the variousi!
events, we began the competition that would deters
mine the track champions of the school.
From the moment Father MacNeil started thee
Class A hurdles until the final relay race, the spec-
j
tators were treated to many a thrill and more thanj
one surprise, as the new champions replaced thei
old. The Fourth Year team was easily the class ofJ
the school and won the championship cup with ar
total of 1 19 points. Kaizak Hagopian emerged asif
high scorer for the day, taking first place in the 200
meters and the hop-skip-jump, and second pice int
athe 100 meters, for a total of 26 points. Consolation!
medals were awarded to Kamal Tereza and Berjr
Huwakimian ofClass A, Jamil Elias in Class B, Ramzt
Sequeira in Class C and Aram Wartanian in Class D:
Faisal al-Khuri was the scorekeeper of the events
and the loud, resonant voice of Qidar Shemdin kept
the audience informed of each event, and of the a
winners.
On March 13 the Government Track Meet for| a
Intermediate Schools was held at Scouts' Field,;
with fourteen schools participating. The meet, in:
which four new records were established, was won
by the strong Jaffariya team. In the field events thd
Eaglets were outclassed, but our relay team proved*
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to be the best in both the trials and the meet itself.
Wearing the maroon and gold in the race were Jamal
Farjo, Berj Huwakimian, Hraj Jaburian and Kaizak
Hagopian. By their colorful victory they placed the
Eaglets once again in the athletic spotlight and were
awarded the Cup that is presented annually for this
event.
Five days after this meet, on March 18, the
Secondary Schools gathered at the same athletic
grounds. Here were assembled the athletes of twelve
schools in the city, representing the outstanding
track stars of the year. Among the Eagles who
excelled in this competition was Murad Kazanjian,
who won first honors in the pole vault and high
jump. Sarkis Gharibian and Kamal Tereza finished
first and second to lead all other contestants in the
no meters hurdles. Additional points were garnered
by Shawqi Mushaka and Fuad al-Wat tar in the 400
meters, and Majid Azzu in the javelin throw.
With a total of 29 points we took second place in this
competition, trailing the winning team of Markaziya.
At the conclusion of the meet we were awarded the
second place Cup, presented by Mr. Khalil Kanna,
the Minister of Education.
The Secondary team was composed of Wasim
Hikari, Samir Ziyya, Murad Kazanjian and Kama]
Tereza. The relay race, always a high point of
interest in the track meet, was won by Karkh
School. Our quartet finished a close second in this
race and each member was presented with a medal
at the closing ceremonies. Thus ended another track
season for the athletes and coaches. Father Quinn
and Father Frederick Kelly, who did most of the
coaching, were more than happy with the perfor-
mances of their charges. Many veterans will be
returning to the squad next season and we all look
forward to new laurels and new trophies.
INTERMEDIATE TRACK TEAM
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BASEBALL
"Play Ball!" This cry was heard at Baghdad
College from the first day of October until the end
of December. At different times during the season
three leagues were in progress. The Senior League
was made up of teams from third, fourth and fifth
years. The Second Year League and the First Year
League were composed of teams from those classes,
respectively. Once the practice games had been
played the Senior teams settled down to fight it out
for the Cup. Again the rule was enforced that two
defeats would eliminate a team from the league.
This was necessitated by the large number of teams
in each league.
A few games proved that the boys in the upper
classes had not forgotten how to play. In one of the
first games 4B rolled over a powerful Fifth High
team, 10 to 3. This was a forecast of the league. 4B
was the team to beat. It was made up of an all star
infield with such players as Surin Birsimian, Taimur
al-Amin, Ashur William and Raymond Vincent.
Hufdhi al-Urfali was behind the bat, catching the
strikes of Warujan Artinian. As each team struggled
to gain a victory over this squad it became more and
more clear to the fans that they were watching a
first class outfit. Wasim Hikari, Sarkis Gharibian,
Halim Atiyya and Hisham al-Rawi nearly turned
the trick for 5A, but at the last minute they too went
down to defeat.
When the dust had cleared after the first few
weeks of play only one team was left to oppose
Father Macomber's sturdy athletes. It was the
strong 3D team, coached by Father Larkin. Putting
all their hopes on Varkis Zadurian, one of the best
pitchers in the school, the boys of 3D had given
him excellent support both in the field and at bat.
Many a time the hitting of Saib Tappouni had turned
the tables in favor of his team, and Sami Naami in
the outfield had dimmed the rising hopes of the
opposing batters. With 4B boasting a clean slate
and 3D losing only one contest, the two teams met
for the championship game. A victory for 4B and
the Cup was theirs. A huge crowd turned out for the
game and cheered as the underrated 3D came
through with a stunning win. The two were forced
to meet again for the playoff. Once again the side-
lines roared for a Third High victory, but the power
and class of 4B would not be downed. A hard earned
triumph gave them the championship award of the
year.
Second High now took over the field. Quickly
the league narrowed down to a battle between Father
Dunn's 2D team and the 2E squad of Father Hamel.
In the final game the pitching of Antwan Dramirian,
and the fine fielding and hitting of Zuharab Kazan-
jian, Amir Zara, George Nairn and Qaftan Kamal
put 2D out in front. The next day they were awarded
the Second High Cup at the lineups.
The First High boys, interested spectators at
the noon games and eager students of the game after
school, were now ready for their league. The First
High Fathers had practiced their charges well and
helped to make the First High League one of the
best in the history of the school. Father Loeffler's
iF team and the iD aggregation of Father McCarthy
soon took the lead. The superb playing of iF forced
1 D to fight to the end. In the final game the steady
arm of Ghanim Saisi spelled the difference. iD was
the First High champion of 195 1.
Before the season closed the annual classic of
Boys versus Fathers took place. Six hundred boys
lined the field to cheer their all star representatives
to a victory. The Fathers were just as determined
that their winning streak would not be broken. It
was a beautiful game to watch. The steady pitching
of Father Loeffler and the big bats of the Fathers
were determining factors of the game. Ara Sahakian,
Murad Kazanjian and Raymond Vincent poled out
long drives, only to have them snatched by Fathers
Gerry, Hamel, Curran and Cronin. When the cheers
finally ended the Fathers retired with a four year
winning streak still unbroken. But as the buses drove
into the yard and the crowd dispersed, the challenge
of the boys could be heard on all sides. "Wait until
next year, Father." The season had closed and the
memories of many a happy game would linger in our
minds as we looked forward to another year of base-
ball.
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invited to visit
our well ^EL
stocked shops
t h roug h o u t
Iraq for your
sewing requi-
rements and
ultra- modern
SINGER MACHINES.
K3386
SERVICE IS THE SINGER SLOGAN
Obtain profi-
eieney in all
branches of the
sewing craft
under expert
tutorial SINGER
supervision.
It is fully equipped by a team of servicing vans in all parts of
Iraq and the Persian Gulf.
Branches : KUWAIT, BAHREIN, VESTERN SAOUDI ARABIA, DUBAI.
F. A. KETTANEH & CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
Agents for :
Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth Cars Fargo and Dodge Trucks
International General Electric Co. Champion Spark Plugs
GEMPCO Medical and Surgical Apparatus Willard Batteries
Michelin Tyres and Tubes Du Pont Paints and Chemicals
Winthrop Pharmaceutical Products Silten Pharmaceutical Products
Schering Pharmaceutical Products Remington Sporting Firearms and Ammuntion
S. S. White Dental Equipment and Products « Arpic » Air Compressors
Sankey Sheldon Steel Furniture and Partitions Jenbach, Engines, Pumps : Austria
Blaw-Knox Co., Machinery, N. Y. Fairbanks, Morse, New York
Cen-tennial Cotton Gin, Co. Columbus Mannesmann-Metallurgical Products,Germany
AL IRAQI 103
T/ie Beer t/iat made
TaelraQ Brewery Co.
Famous!"
DIANA
BEER AND STOUT
r»v> oLjj^JI o'j< • >*> ( • ) J—ll • oi •! iT^JI i^'b^WI
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HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT CO.
Basrah - Iraq
REGISTERED COMPANY FOR RIVER TRANSPORT
Freight Booked on through Bills of Lading for Through (Overside), Transferred and Local
Cargoes. Special Quotations for large shipments.
Competitive rates given for large shipments between
BASRAH, AMARAH, KUT, BAGHDAD and intermediate Ports.
River Fleet recently supplemented by the purchase of the entire craft, stores and equipment
of the Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navigation Co., Ltd. (In Voluntary Liquidation) represented
in Iraq by the:r Agents. Messers Gray, Mackenzie & Co., Ltd.
®
SELLING AGENTS FOR
KHANAQIN OIL CO., LTD. PRODUCTS
Interested in obtaining Agencies for first Class Shipping Companies
SUPPLIERS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
for A. I. O. C. at Abadan and Bandar Mashur
such as : — Bricks, Shingle, Ballast, Sand, Gatch, etc., and also K. O. C. in Kuwait
Mostly Delivered by own Craft
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
HEAd Office : BASRAH Branches : AMARAH, BAGHDAD
BANkERS : BRmsk BANk of Iran & ThE MiddlE East,
TIhe Eastern BANk, The Ottoman BANk & RAfidAiN BANk,
CAbUs : AL-SHAIKH » BasraM, AmaraIh ANd BAqhdAd — CodE : BentLev's
A L IRA Q
I
IRAQ
SPINNING & WEAVING CO., LTD
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY
COTTON YARNS AND PIECE GOODS
Town Office : 3173 Factory Office : 2041
N. J. LASSOW & SONS COMPANY LIMITED
GENERAL MERCHANTS
(EST: 1919)
48-177 Ras Al Karya, Baghdad
Telegrams & Cables :
NOURLASSOW — BAGHDAD
Tel. : Office 5437
Residence : 9492
DIRECTORS
:
PROPRIETORS :
IMPORTERS :
EXPORTERS
:
BANKERS
:
24-3-2 Khedery Street, Basrah
Telegrams & Cables :
LASSOW— BASRAH
Tel. : 02-221
THE IRAQ TRADING and GRAIN MILLING Co., Ltd.
ICE FACTORY, Basrah, Tel. : 05-274
Tea in cases, Tins and Packets, Sugar, Coffee, Soap, Cement, Ghee, Timber,
Teak, Hardwood, Steel Joists, Mild Steel Bars, Avery Scales, Nails, Builders'
Hardware, etc. : Paints, Enamels, Bitumen, etc. : Ammonia, Manufactured
goods of every description.
Dates, Grain, Cereals, etc. :
THE OTTOMAN BANK, BASRAH and BAGHDAD
THE EASTERN BANK, LTD., BASRAH and BAGHDAD
THE BRITISH BANK OF IRAN & THE MIDDLE EAST, BASRAH & BAGHDAD
THE RAFIDAIN BANK, BASRAH and BAGHDAD
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Finest Iraqi Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PIONEERS IN THE IRAQI DATE INDUSTRY
ORIGINATORS OF THE FAMOUS
A
S
F
A
R
S
« ASFAR'S DATE CUBES
»
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
« BLACK SWAN BRAND
SOME OF OUR NUMEROUS PRODUCTS INCLUDE :
WALNUT AND ALMOND DATES CUBES
WALNUT AND GINGER DATE CAKES
WALNUT AND ALMOND DATE PUDDING
CHOCOLATE DATES
CARAMEL DATES
CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
DATE SYRUP
SPICED DATES IN SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
DATE CANDIES
'*
A L IK A Q I
GEVAERT
ROLLFILMS
FOR PERFECT PICTURES
Sole Agent for Iraq and the Persian Gulf :
S. M. GARIBIAN & CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
<&kWSmm
^Ul >Ul yf JL? J* SjLJIj jIUJIj SjLkjIj S>Ul >~)l
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AL IRAQI
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) LTD.
(Incorporated in England)
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
IRAQ BRANCH - BAGHDAD
Dies, Pigments and Indigo
Fertilizers
Acids and Alkalies
Refrigerants
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
Water Treatment Chemicals
Insecticides and Veterinary Products
Plant Protection Products
Explosives of all descriptions
Sporting gun Cartridges and Ammunitions
Leathercloth, Oils
Fine and Heavy Chemicals
Copper, Brass and Aluminium Alloys
Plastics including «Perspex»
Lime Solvent Soap, Detergents
Marine Insurance
P.O.Box 44 No. 278A/I Rashid Street
Baghdad
Tel. No. 3748
AL IRAQI
THE HUMBER HAWK
In presenting the latest Humber Hawk, The Rootes Group offer a pre-view of to-morrow,
a car of unusual grace and beauty. Designed as an economical, medium-powered
automobile, it is compact and manoeuvrable, yet it provides full six-seater comfort and
spaciousness, combined with outstanding all-round performance.
«THE AUTOWORKS LTD
Al-Rashid Street — Baghdad. — Iraq.
Tel. : 4394
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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K. & E. M. LAWEE LTD.
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN:
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING,
STEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT.
HEAD OFFICE : AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches : BASRAH — MOSUL — KIRKUK
7. A.; «L4X/ BAGHDAD* Telephones : 3516, 3109, 5300
*7Ae AmayUuf, Aea*
UNDERWOOD
CHAMPION
the MASTERPIECE in portable typewriters
C. JOHN HALKIAS
Rash id Street
BAGHDAD-
AL IRAQI
IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
and
COMMISSION AGENTS
for : Electrical Goods and Fittings Radios and Accessories
Refrigerators and Air Conditioners Household Appliances
Machineries and Hardware Articles Tools of all Descriptions
Motors and Generators Electric Welding Sets
Q)
Consult :
J. 5 F. and A. TAWFIK YONAN
Al-Rashid Street (Ras el Q/wria Mo. 1/186J — Baghdad, Iraq
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. « YONANS Baghdad >
The
NATIONAL TOBACCO CO., LTD.
Produces
The Most Popular Cigarettes
LUX ROYAL
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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AMERICAN AUTO €0. oJOy^li ol^LJi i-S"^
Nash cars & Trucks JX Zhjjj OIjL-
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE CO. oSjvW olT^U a_5>
Auto-lite products
Proxlin & Fleet X automotive paints
Kohler Electric Plants
Federal Mogul bearings
.^5C!_u^ >r^io
Bendix International Products Jb^lbju' j^jjl'o owp>
General Automotive Products
Sole Distributors for Iraq : *;»>' jvjj^yyJj*
B. BOUKATHER
Successors of the late C. Boukather
Ghazali Street - Baghdad
:)AO MOrsEL
SPECIALIST AMD EAS1LY THE BEST
The SINDBAD HOTEL specializes in first class food and supremely good
cooking.
The SINDBAD HOTEL is of a «manageable» size. The proprietor is
able to give individual attention to each resident, who is made to
feel genuinely that his comfort and convenience are matters of
great moment to the manager and every member of the staff.
The SINDBAD has 40 bedrooms ; Single and Double, all with private baths.
The SINDBAD menus are supremely good
Reminiscent of the West End of London
THE SINDBAD HOTEL
Rashid Street, BAGHDAD - Tel. 6478 and 4745
SEIBERLING
WORLD'S ONLY TRUCK TIRE
with "Heat-Vents"
\/ Longer mileage
1/ Lower cost per mile
Come in soon and ask us to show
you the famous "Heat-Vents" that
make this Seiberling Truck Tire
run cooler, last longer.
No other truck tire in the world
has this exclusive feature! No other
tire can match this Seiberling Tire
for low cost per mile
!
AL IRAQI
THE TIGRIS PALACE HOTEL
BACHDAD
Baghdad's leading and best appointed hotel. One of the outstanding hotels in the Middle East.
Comprising 50 well-ventilated and comfortable bedrooms; each with a private bathroom.
Luxurious Lounge — Spacious Dining Room — Superlative Bar — Big Verandah on the Tigris
River — Elevator to all floors.
The most luxuriously furnished and modernly equipped Hotel in the Country.
The sanitary System is the best devised in Baghdad. Everything is scrupulously clean.
The cuisine is unique in Iraq, with a choice of European and Eastern dishes. « A Master Chef. »
The highest standard of hotel service.
The acme of hotel comfort.
Proprietor and Manager : YOUSIF TOMINNA
Or. VHCTOE A. SMAMMAS
CHIRURGIEN-DENTISTE
Diplome de la Faculte Franchise de Medecine de Beyrouth
-^
Clinique: BATTAWIN
Tei. : C inique 4268 Tel. Domicile 7282
AL IRAQI
COLLEGE
BOOK
STORE
Books
PencjIs
Erasers
STATJONERy
BlANkbooks
InIc
T-ShiRTs
SWEATshiRTS
<tL,
UNITED INTERNATIONAL TRADING & ENGINEERING CORP. (IRAQ) LTD.
IMPORT — EXPORT — COMMISSION
225/9 Mustansir Street — Baghdad — Tel. : 4833
A L IRAQI
PRECISION AND AMATEUR CAMERAS
SOLE AGENT :
S. M GARIBIAN & CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
«
"When we say Tomorrow, we mean Tomorrow »
Samawal Street 1^
l
lAj\ ^ Jlj—J! f-jLi
ALDAMARCHI Building cs^* 1-^ "•&
Telegraphic « ALB AQ I R» Abdul HcidiBciqir «yUI» ? Jjpll u'^JI
Telephone : 6866 BAGHDAD aAaa . ^ M~j) j
CUSTOMS CLEARING AGENT
IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specializes in legal questions effecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for FORSTER & SABBAGH Co, and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co,
and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932,
and Jesuits are notoriously meticulous.
AL IRAQI
c. JOHN HALKIAS
406 RASH ID STREET
BAGHDAD
©
LEONARD (NASH KELVINATOR) REFRIGERATORS
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS
FASCO OSCILLATING FANS
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION
ZENITH RADIOS
UNIVERSAL MOTOR ELECTRIC PARTS
MARCONIPHONE RADIOS
TECHNICAL FURNITURE
and
WOODWORKS
ARTIN KRIKORI AN
Rashid Street Opp. - R. O. C.
Tel. 3954 Office
Tel. 84390 Workshop
(jtOJlJI JaiJiT^ Jjli. -uljl £jll
PHOTOGRAPHER
of
BAGHDAD COLLEGE GRADUATES
@
SPECIALIST
in
PORTRAITS
B^LBTLOH STUDIO
JEAN, prop.
RASHID STREET— BAGHDAD
Opposite Fetto's Pharmacy
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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^C'/t^/lememJeb/mtiJ>itfM.?
Prescribing
Pharmaceutical Specialities of
»/3a#e*« Leverkusen, Germany,
is an. assurance to have done
your best for the patient.
Sole Agents for Iraq & the Persian Gulf :
sammumy jbhotihiieirs <cg>09 iltdd.
BAGHDAD — Tel. : 6491
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Levant Express Transport S. A.
INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS AND SHIPPERS
Transporters, Freight Contractors, Customs Brokers
Surveyors for Central Committee of the French Marine Insurance Companies
Approved Agents of I. A. T. A.
General Agents for :
Trans-European and Eastern Transport Ltd.,
112-114, Cannon Street, London E. C. 4
F. B. Vandegrift & Co. Inc.,
59 Pearl Street, New York
BEIRUT
Syria : DAMASCUS — ALEPPO
Iraq : BAGHDAD — BASRAH — MOSUL — KIRKUK — KHANAKIN
Lebanon : TRIPOLI
Transjordan : AMMAN
S. A. LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT (IRAN)
TEHERAN
KHORRAMSHAHR — KERMANSHAH — HAMADAN — KHOSROVI — TABRIZ
Owners of Saloon Cars running between Baghdad and Teheran and vice-versa
Regular Freight Service : BAGHDAD and SYRIA and LEBANON ... and vice-versa
BAGHDAD and TRANSJORDAN ... and vice-versa
BAGHDAD and IRAN ... and vice-versa
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Tel. : Baghdad — 4541 — 6394
Head Office
Branch Offices :
Associate Firm :
Head Office
Branch Offices :
FASCO FANS
STYLE, QUALITY |M/AUR THEY LEAD
and |\P^% I. THE
PERFECTION V§p\
IMMKf/
MARKET
Get your Fans now to be sure of a cool summer
Sole Distributor in Iraq : C. JOHN HALKIAS, Rashid Street, Baghdad
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Sole Agent in Iraq and Persian Gulf :
Mo GAHMBnAN & CO., ILTID.
BAGHDAD
STEPHEN LYNCH & CO., LTD.
BAGHDAE)
GENERAL MERCHANTS LLOYD'S AGENTS
ENGINEERS STEAMSHIP AGENTS
GEORGE WIMPEY & CO., LTD.
( Incorporated in England)
BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS
B. O. Box 63 Telegram : WIMPEY, BAGHDAD Tel. 6936
AL IRAQI
cc CATERPILLAR »
TRACTORS
EARTH MOVING MACHINERY
DIESEL ENGINES ROAD GRADERS
A comprehensive range of spare parts and extensive service facilities are
available under the supervision of factory trained personnel.
All repairs are carried out in our workshops which are fully equipped
with modern tools.
JOHN BIRCH & CO., < IRAQ > LTD.
ENGINEERS
(INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND)
Salhiyah Avenue, Baghdad
P. O. Box 43 Telegrams : BIRCHIRAQ Tel. : 4916 & 5270
LONDON OFFICE : 153, MOORGATE, London, E. C. 2
Telegrams : ENDEAVOUR, Tel. LONDON WALL 4075
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BUSINESS or HOLIDAY ...
K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines
give you the best chance to
make the most of it. The
most luxurious aircraft in use
with the world's oldest
airline— serving 56 countries
and providing fast and fre-
quent connections between
most places on the conti-
nents — courteous service
and meals and drinks « on
the house » make travel
aboard a K. L. M. airliner a
most pleasant experience.
For all information contact
any authorized travelagent
or]
DWYER ANDjP- [(IRAQ) [LTD.
Semiramis Building — Baghdad
Tel. : 6066
ICLM
Basrah - Shaft
al| Arab Hotel
Margil Airport
Tel.: 06-201
ROYAL DUjTCH
AIRLINES
The
SWISS WATCH CO., LTD.
Rashid Street Tel. 7476
presents the
very latest in
QUALITY WATCHES
UNIVERSAL
AL IRAQI
The largest
selling cork-
tipped cigarette
in the world
.
A
.^UM DISTRIBUTORS : S. M. GARIBIAN & CO., LTD
Carreras 150 years reputation for Quality
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Trmr
JntAe pxnt
International Sponing
Competitions were a problem owing to lack
of quick transportation
J^a-day...
Thanks to Airlines, distances are no problem.
Sportsmen may compete thousands of miles
away from their homes and be back by the
morrow.
Jjcaael the &pa>tt$meri$ way.
Go...
and
GoAIR FRANCE
THE SPORTSMEN'S CHOICE FOR
£v£xywhexe... (Snick...
ftdUrtiz Sewice
Agent in Iraq :
THE LEVANT IMPORT and COMMERCIAL CO, LTD.
(LICCO TRANSPORT)
Semiramis Building Tel. : 5741
A L IRAQI
THE MEN WHO DO
BIG BUSINESS
ALL
READ THE
IRAQ
TIMES
The Times Printing & Publishing Co. Ltd.,
Baghdad and Basrah.
O^JbdJ JXjl jJI J) ^.J y£rt
)\j4
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IRAQ CEMENT CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
We have pleasure in announcing that our product is now available for
every need. We are proud to say that our cement has been analysed
by independent authorities in England, and its physical test has proved
well in line with British Standard Specification.
Retail Price is now ID 9/ — per ton delivered at factory
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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BAHJET ESKENDER
AUTO PARTS DEALER _ WHOLESALE & RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR:
THE MONMOUTH PRODUCTS
The well-known manufacturers of Bearings, Bushes, etc.,
Telephone 7353
®
^)lA1-t=^^1 c-o>t^
(( j>ilb «UU oljL-Jl OM ^-j J* »
«
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ANDREA' S PHARMACY
WHOLESALE. AND RETAIL CHEMISTS
BAGHDAD TEL. 4452
BE CERTAIN SPINNEY'S BUT YOUR
OF
QUALITY
SPINNEY'S (IRAQ) 1948 LTD.
(Incorporated in Cyprus)
FOOD
AT
Tel. : Office : 5058, 5059 South Gate Shop : 7278 North Gate Shop : 86077
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Bottlers : The Iraqi National Bottling Co., Ltd.
S^jJbtil JLai I 5lL*s) LSI^JI i~^J\ aT^III : O^*!!
CENTRAL IRAQ TRADING CO., LTD.
CENTRAL IRAQ BUILDING - Rashid Street, BAGHDAD
IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS, COMMISSION AGENTS, GENERAL MERCHANTS & CONTRACTORS
Telephone No. 4719 Cable Address « CENTACO »
REPRESENTING
INTERNATIONAL B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY. — For Hood Brand Tires, Tubes & Batteries
LINK-BELT SPEEDER CORPORATION. — For Excavating Machinery
La PLANT — CHOATE MANUFACTURING CO. INC. — For Earthmoving Machinery
MONTECATINI (SOCIETA GENERALE PER L'INDUSTRIA MINERARIA E CHIMICA). — For Raw &
Worked Marbles, Stones & Travertines
PALMER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION. — For Evaporative Air Coolers
SPECIALITIES
IMPORTS : Telecommunication Equipments and Radios
Steel Products in General
Industrial Machinery
Agricultural Machinery
Motor Vehicles, Engines & Pumps
Building Materials
Woollen, Cotton & Rayon Piece Goods
Kerosene Heaters & Cooking Stoves
Tea & Sugar
Cigarette Paper, Printing Paper, Writing Paper, Kraft Paper & Cardboard
Sand Bags & Grain Bags
Glassware & Porcelain Ware
EXPORTS : Cereals, Cotton, Dates, Cotton Seeds, etc.
A L IRAQI
PRODUCED BY
VEGETABLE OIL EXTRACTION Co. Ltd. BAGHDAD
Sale and repair of all kinds of Swiss watches
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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J. P. BAHOSHY BROTHERS
Established in 1919
General Engineering Merchants and Contractors
Representing world renowned manufacturers of
the following products :
BLACKSTONE Diesel Engines.
NEWMAN Electric Motors.
CLEVELAND Water Meters.
NORTON Abrasive Products.
MURRAY Cotton Ginning Machinery.
BARRON Flour Mills and Millstones.
STERNS Lubricating Oils and Greases.
BRADLEY CRAVEN Brick Making Machinery.
ROBERT HUDSON Light Railway Material.
S T C O Steel Tubes for Water.
WORTHINGTON Pumps and Compressors.
U D E C Ice Plants and Dairy Plants.
GOODRICH Rubber Belting & Industrial Goods.
CARVER Linter Gins and Oil Mill Machinery.
T. I. Steel and Aluminium Tubes and Furniture, Etc.
IRAQ LARGEST TOOL HOUSE
OSTER, GTD, CLEVELAND, ARMSTRONG, DISSTON, ECLIPSE, METABO, MANNES-
MANN, FROHN, Small Hand Tools. MITCHEL Lathes and Radial Drills, MYFORD pre-
cision Small Lathes. Etc... Etc...
WE OEFER YOU ALSO FROM STOCK
Industrial Chemicals, such as Calcium Chloride, Anhyrous Ammonia, Calcium Carbide.
Steel Joists, and other Steel Material, Bolts & Nuts, Screws, Nails and Hardware,
Piping and Fittings. Etc...
Orders are solicited Please phone — Office and Sales Room 6197
Warehouse 86023
A L I R A Q I
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NO BATH CAN BE
REFRESHING
WITHOUT
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PRODUCED BY
VEGETABLE OIL EXTRACTION Co. Ltd. BAGHDAD
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ANDREW WEIR
(IRAQ) LIMITED
General
Importers - Exporters
and
Engineers
Pan A/ffFRfCA/v
World Airways
FASTEST...MOST COMFORTABLE
DOUBLE
DECKED
"STRATO" CLIPPERS
PAfrWorld's Most Experienced Airline ^-^^- -M £ V.
PA/V A/ffFRfCA/V
G. K. KOTHARI & ABDUL-LATIF JASSIM EL ANI CO., LTD.
Contractors
BUILDING TRANSPORT SUPPLIERS
Rashid Street — Baghdad -- Iraq
Tel. :3639 — Transport Tel. : 4242 - General Office
AL IRAQI
L. FORSTER & SARRAGH COMPANY DRUG STORE
l7a/93 Mustansir Street — Baghdad
Telegraphic adress : RETSROF Baghdad Tel. 6247
Sole Agents for :
May & Baker Limited
Pharmaceutical Specialties (May & Baker) Ltd.
The Crookes Laboratories Ltd.
Herts Pharmaceuticals Ltd., (NIVEA products, etc.)
Robert Young & Co., Ltd. (Disinfectants & Sheep Dips)
Scott & Turner Ltd., (Andrews Liver Salt & Rose Hip Syrup)
Lehn & Fink Products, Ltd., (O-SYL-antiseptic)
ABDUL MASIH KHAYYAT
(Old AdES BuildiNq)
SINEK, BAGHDAD
Importers, Wholesalers and Retailers of :
a) Spare Parts for all types of motor vehicles
b) Workshop Tools
Garage Equipment
d) Arc Welding Equipment
SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ FOR :
1) Hobart Brothers, Hobart Square, Troy, Ohio, U.S.A.
2) Herbert Heppner, Lage-Lippe, Germany, British Zone
3) A. F. Dee & Co., Ltd., 4 Adamson Road, London, N. W. 3
4) Wolf Electric Tools Ltd., London W. 5
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO.
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
General Merchant and Commission Agent
Rashid Street
Baghdad
Iraq
Telegram « KOTHARI
»
Telephone : 4242
7125
emik
TIRES
Touqh Tjres to meet
Rouqh RoacIs.
Vjtac [FoRTifiEd
BAcl<Ed by a Name.
Sole Agent :
Sheikh Maroof Street
BAGHDAD
-WEST
&
Al Rashid Street
Branch
BAGHDAD
Tel: 3015
iwmm:±:—srn-
**£,/- L^^^J^* *1<-.1
$,*?£**sie*4*~ WKW&\Js**iV
AL IRAQI
HALATAH BROTHERS (ENGINEERING) LTD.
Telegrams & Cables
HALATAH «Bagdad»
Code : Bentley's 2nd
(ESTABLISHED IN BUSINESS SINCE 1936)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IMPORTERS — EXPORTERS
KING FAISAL II SQUARE
Madhat Pasha Street
BAGDAD - Iraq
Telephone :
Bagdad 84781
« WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engine First Prize
in New York 1939 Exhibition
SOLE AGENTS for :
« WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engines
« GWYNNE » Centrifugal Pumps
« WELLSALINE » Lubricating Oil
« LION BRAND » Flour Millstones
« ENGELBERG » Rice Hullers
« SABRO » Ice Plants and Air Conditioning
« WEMANCO » Patented Rice Shellers
« ELLIOT » Machine Tools
« CARBORUNDUM » Abrasive Wheels
« VANDORN » Electric Tools
« BROOKS » Electrical Motors
« V.L.C. » Garage Equipment etc... etc.
BROOK MOTORS
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KHANAQFN OIL COMPANY, LTD.
(INCORPORATED IN GREAT BRITAIN)
WHITE SPIRIT
SPECIAL SPIRIT
LIQUID PARAFFIN
IMSHI INSECTICIDE & SPRAYERS
BITUMEN
PARAFFIN WAX
PETROLEUM JELLIES
COMPROX DETERGENT
ENERGOL & ENERGREASE LUBRICANTS
COMPRISING FULL RANGES OF AUTOMOTIVE, DIESEL, HEAVY DUTY
& INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS
ALL GRADES OF AVIATION FUELS AND LUBRICANTS
SUPPLIED BY
BP AVIATION SERVICE
WESTERN BATTERIES
AUTOMOTIVE - TRUCK - RADIO
Guaranteed Long Service
AMERICA'S FASTEST SELLING BATTERY
IN IRAQ
Sole Agent :
SKI MM It SAhIO
Sheikh Maroof Street
BAGHDAD WEST
& Rashid Street
Branch : BAGHDAD
AL-SUHAIL TRADING CO., LTD.
Rashid Street — Baghdad
Tel. Manager : 5265
Tel. Office : 3213 Tel. : Garage : 5875
Sole Distributors in Iraq for :
HUDSON CARS
WHITE TRUCKS
CADILLAC CARS
CITROEN CARS & TRUCKS
THE OLIVER CORP. — Agricultural Machines
& Implements
FISHER HUMPHERIES PLOUGHS
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
GOODRICH TYRES ET ACCESSORIES
EDISON BATTERIES & SPARK PLUGS
CITIES SERVICE OIL & GREASE
etc. etc. etc.
A L IRAQI
r
ui ±rm
&1JQ\jC$Zj£
Sole Distributor :
MOHAMED AMIN EL-HADI
King Faisal II Square
BAGHDAD
Special Workshop : £~U31 1*\±- itjj
Tel.
6435 MURPHYi
WO RLH)
TBAVEL
AGENCY
pL>>iijigt£
aUU^J^JUt:
HTd .JjiAT
MOHAMED AMIN EL-HADI King'Taisal II Square
Tel. 6435 - Baghdad
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
AL IRAQI
j*^i 3^j v^ 1
AA>-j3jl^J-lJjPj SjiJlj jllCj
nArv £>>& i|j* J^l v-A - Juijl oil S^jJ^I aJI^JI aJUI ^11 AS^i : r-1to!
f.f''g^g'is.";
:
:.
f
;
.
--"',-Facing Bricks
&
Hollow Blocks ^
In various sizes and types, ¥:.
For strength, insulation '
and lightness.
Centrifugally spun Con-
crete Pipes.
Concrete Kerb-Stones
and Slabs
Concrete Beams, Lintels
etc.
Produced under expert HH|H
supervision
at the modern Works of
Iraq Building Materials Co. Ltd.
South Gate, Baghdad Telephone 6837

is the
Finest
Education
!
LET YOUR CHILDREN SEE THE WORLD!
B.O.A.C services call at many of the world's most
interesting cities. You can arrange to break your journey
when you wish to go sight-seeing— there is no extra fare.
You can also usually travel to your destination by one
route and return by another, and thus see twice
as much for the same fare. Students— up to the age of
26 years —- who are being educated abroad may return
home for holidays — and pay only the single fare for
the RETURN journey .
And remember . .
.
B.O.A.C TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU
Information & Bookings :
Iraqi Airways, 443/1 1 9d A
I
Rashid St., Baghdad, Tel. 4891
&7057- B.O.A.C, Margil Airport,
Basra, Tel. Margil 06-286, orfrom
any Appointed Booking Agent. FLY'BOM
B.O.A.C: GENERAL AGENTS FOR QANTAS, S.A.A., & TEAL.
4 W ^
j,*|J| ,.«.U)).x.t <jL.t
^.1 A >
jl-f| X*
f
^Tj ^3
^<L^i *-i-^-j J:»>Li
jiU ,>-* ^>
J.li Jl»*^
( J I*! )
/- ->~" ; -*' 1
»«jlii ^U j^il
• JJ^a* _/<*» p«*T
jj\J\ J>U u#lo
*jljjl^ j^u
jlj) jU. 1 Jut iljui*
Cut ^^jI jb:
lt| ^nJ jr^SOljut jC.
4 jijji
i-r'^i *?rJ £^r*
^JLJI il^ ^jljAil ^Jl Jut
v_ii^.t J-ijJ ,>l^JI Jwt
C*-M JslT^Ut aJ^I a-c
_^.». «—i^i«J uliAt
eS^ f> ru
^j-^*
-»~ji J:?jil*
J^L J-l. X-*
^yuUill <l|Xt ^,i—
*
jli LL| jbr
f L—.xJI ^*l^-i J^»
uLil<_^- ul^^»i UjJ^U
( A HaI )
uL^Cj.*- (j* jt^. vlijl^il
i$j.fU J.^ a:- J-L
JU-JI p.11 Jut jJU
^j>Tft ^Ot& -*fJ
^-*j>! &** '->'-
w-iJI ^jJ! pi J-t-
iiJj>~? >-*-._,-» ^U*
^^u-ij </J*. j^lk
Ji|^5Ci (In-i >_J»M J>^
JuiJI jUll Jufc ol»J*
6ijl- ^j>r J-l
^5 ^,1; jj,
4>|juc JUl a-c. Ojj,U
uLL ij>^j>* -^v-
j j.: LlJI
(
r*l^.l jj»-
olij^ U^SU* ^.Jj-
*._»yi ^Lt ~,li
^'Ic- Jj3; J*.U
^-xt Ju«- J>_<
^Ci ^.Jl Jul J
( i i
:
.^L )
K^ia (iAi* J.»-l
uliJAati- -j^U ol^jl
uljj^l' 6_^5Cu ul>
J^>il JjV!
u4 .
JuA
f*\j>\ oL-»-|
ij>rj\ iSST uyJ-
^•J3 '-i-Jd C^
oli_^J Ju^-. Jilt
«ijv JJt*j><> >' u
J.4UI JU*J*iJ
ju^-JI ^L* ^Ai
Oat «j|j rl>-
_r~*
ujJ.«-JI &?y Jj*'-»
Ulili CnTl^r wiU
J*->dl JjVI
c
A
•r
l-
j>r" *-*-« y'L
6UU. jl»VI j-*- jjil
i~ M J> Ji 7t-—a ii^-r
OL-Jilj! Ol^ (JljiaJl
^.s ulcL J-l
uL-»j L»- ?:)y~
^t Ju* jT JUI JLe JjjU
l-*-,Ji J^-~ yjr?>y
«£^*UI «i|jufc JJ^*
«iU.t »i\i Oji.
v_,Uj)| juc Jjr- £-U,j
ijo j1**" 'j:*;* r^*
tfjull X.* juJI ^J U
*-L«JI ki-stJr 6L_ ;-
«ilo o»a.il a«- juH jjjli
(i^**Il wila-i* O^"*
JJ^5 JjIa^ jjj
( * Ol1 )
C$^\ill Ju-* J,.~|
J* J.jF- £*!
It I XT\ J.J*. ^--<1»
u^Uj] ^L (J-1S"*
lljji ijli (ij^
yyt. 4»lxc. i|ji-.
-*l^l QliiJI jut 0U-
j^e *li|jL* (jU-i
^.ik^ jJli .Li
s_ju.)I ^.jjl j*i iJLl| ju*
ypUJI j_,t JL.U
J»l
:
» >_>-^ia*
^-A-Ji r>L»
^*j&>\) JjU Jilt
a
:
^J! ^L*
f
Las.
fSjj^> Ojla'A vI-«-yat
gU-b ^.uLjl u^JjU
jlLl) y^W j\j
w<> ^-i-^J ^^»»;
oL> l^M' -^"'
j>L<J|
fU o-*- i^^*
pTf" £ J-> -^*-
Juatll Jut U^t J^ r-L*
4 &w >
lu-ydl Jb«
u^jjlj^s 61j» j£* i5-^* p"^^ -^ '-'J-**"
rc._)l L>- ^vl^e.* (vtli «ijl»JI ^ik. ^tj
( v_J Ott ) r^ >-jc ^ L?*-> J^ ^^wr-
*i>i._j>i wjf\s.\ ^y~"^ jL»i^x« ^co^sC* v_j^> U Ljji ij|j uU-
jli\ jjJLJOI o^dl ju£j jjjj fLU J^-i u-r^*0
u-JJaL* &jj\j tlj\Jl>\ uljJjol) t>Ujl tr^ol
j
^.t iay
<r
a ^u-
<-rst. J^'-^ iJ*j'->A'' s^->'. >j* J -> li ^-> wT«>Ji f^ C1^
^-i-jj u->y«> J-l;
jiL» j^ jjj.^
L-ydl JWI
^X| JUw J. It
uLLk-l .;j»_C-I (i^* ( I Ui ) Lui w^*- J^lJ
jui ^*u^
^wJI <i<>^ Jj^li
JjUl ^O JUji uijUl^ ^Ijjl IJl* ^^ ^>
^J*\ riyr j&)
J*L>L i3j|i^l UA»^I uUjJ'U Ollu 4|j:K'
oL^Ol Jj^i^S?J*^" jf^OlXft *»|jut i,L| jlijo uyl <nt
uloU. uljTa Xljl j&a !_rLt ^\t
(iJL»-J JjUJIjut J^il ^a** X»\» iljr
jkt Jj^ J*- u?jl» ->&l r*
uL^jyfc wjLOI ->Li>
rjUI o> ,*_
u-^i Jjjil^ •J; -r. rfjlj-)l J^*- J^-*
oLfV uL<JI
-V p^l^r! »jb A»VIJut ^j
>4"ijl jxsCl j.jj-
Ja-^dll ^Jbl
^iptiT^u^iju. ( 5 Oii )
-> ilf ' J:V *J»
fy. J^dl jLt JjjlJ
ejTu vl^ Lj ul--^Cjlj OUjIj wjjS'I
Ujj wjL-^j ry Jj«a^ v-A~jJ fL ^j» j£g»|a o^jJ)
J*li J^.l iJ J$->J$" 1 J^le-I -*—'
'
s^ Juij x-l
ijLli.
(
_
rOl^.j| i|_^» J,Li J:
*- ^U» 6UlkS 3L,yl ,^lj|
UJJ--JI J;9jJ ^-slJ
«i;^<i| JLjg^L* JLUMx* tfi^.jlJLrf- jljil
^j{
j2- j^ c^
^o-UI <j:.x«*- ^l»J\ xs. oi^^sC^ouijl }j£i.jf\j*\*y
yffjl /Ti^ J:' 1^ £>J*" f ** y.J jl»VI v Jtr
<i_>IJ| jLf| jut o^i J*H JuSell Jut ol-t lfJ->JJil j^*-
&+£*$>j ^C" ^Li. ry J-' Is ^fltft u*> li/^»->
jlij vj-U) Jj^l* ^ olU»-l ^»L
Ja-ydl Jtol ^jL, XjO-l j-t jjjls tJ_J-J tJ^;*L^-* h^lttf
"
(ijljJI aa- ull=j*5 Uui U3 CU
( £*-£ )
uri^ J*V» JlT' 4U* «^i i^t qL«
IWjJJj-AfjJ 0-"jU oU^lj >!XijL. ^L. Jwij ^U
oliU oLLla-l yibjl ^Ui ^Tii .u* 6>UlJI jj-VI sj. JJl Jut
6U5 ^-J-l ^11 j|ji >u V J^y <f>u
jj^5C:JI Juu .u* j^tf jl^UI v^UjlUjt Jul* ;
:
kt ^^Jijuft jj^u
^~K^at fljf <JU- J^-x* k-*-ji LT"iJJ* Arl uJulJJIJut jj^li
jL.it (i^A o,*Jb»- ^jfr gjfiji ^y j> ->y' ^j^"
jUjII »jb Jlr- vJL-t ujkJ^-i jJj uL-Uy wX^U. Jj^L.
ltU^ uUjIj Ujol
A>jll ^r-v? c,*<»-
I3w** ^-J jJti-
O^kil l^LJ) j}*3
^jJI X9-\ ^.U
f
l>l jljil cu
i&ui ±*-\ Jilt
tfjAill
r
lU ^IA.1 il^s
uLitli ul^$Ci3j-U.
4 ji^ji ^
;3U ^ fUt
ub-i> ojjL. iL#
VUJI i|ju6 <53U
i«Jj «i3j»- o-jy
Uljc. JuH i|^5
\yj ±\*. ji.r
LUjj ^Li u^ol
olilS jrOj* w-u*
TtJJI il^. CjjB JU?"
j\JC jU*~| Ojtj
j>v» *-*-_>» o->^
i/Uy Jijt tf3l»
ujL;ii yjS*'ijUijl u_>J
^it; xi.) ju*
J2- l»J J^^*s*
ou-^. v ^ri ^j^.
iv* v_*-j. ^j-
^j>l J^lc-l ^3l£
b^ ^L^., (i3y
13^ X,Lj Jui.
o^l3 trUI ^i:*
s^lJLi u^J jC«
.-Ul
tAj\
o Li 1st- ujS'^^Ul
<J>U J-Jt J>u
,ijbjr U| si^C*
r^> t5J_^ jJU
4V
^iuXij [a-J^ wJ^U^
n«Y _ n« > ilJ
yl: JsJ* -*•>
j\y> \jjy j-ii
j** >y c1^
iSj^aX\
J
S. jjlt
*~~ & ru
^Jty^r «yyj! tr^j^ij
ou*li il^ jJj
<ij%all ^U- Ji^A (jl—»l
atf.i j^ii on
^Lis trj^K*l o^t;
Oat ^v\j
{
y-\.>- J\*j
O^i _4-^> t-IU
uLjtij* uULtJ iJl^i
$J\ >j\> i\j>
ol i^j Juji J**.*
o\AX jjCiJ~ ^£±
£rm\J!i f3l*- ->Ui
tfjljl xH (>LU
^J| il_,» X~J. .bkP*
( I ;
Jl
)
olo^Ol* J^>1- Cn^lil;
^iliJIjLS i_,^C J-l;
_jLi ^-jL cJJJu
^-*- .>^»:« v^M J^*
(i^bjf I ^»-^» (jl»«— vi-*5C»
Llitft ^J^ jJU
jll-JI J.U ^i
ol!j. J-Sj] doU
<j^y ^>y*-f u->fs~
l<ir iiy Jyi
jUte-l jjli /^i w-JU»
^jjyt
^y^y ol^J*
o Li _>£--* l* u^JjU ^jXIi^j
^^. -*3jr ^-^"
^ -r1
uyj\ ^L. u^l»
^^r p-->*;li~
t
X!l .111
( ^ oil )
4 <W £
c>ljii <U^=> obi owliJI ft^l 4^
-4—JI
^J-^ WJ\±> JJ>\ — VI
^lojl" ^j-oJl ^jJ
-VI
a-^ y^^ 1 J1^ ^»3_>~ -VI
jf»U ^-> l" ^j-JI ^ u-^j -VI
JjAI^aJI Cm* I
**->-.
^bVlj VjV| >li ^^_J| j^i^l jilt | £VI
JuwJI yftj-JI ^Ia- jjil
-VI
A^JI ojU. S^' ^:J -VI
^jll ^J-JI Jij^ ^J* -VI
^.jll ujL. ^c^JI ^ ^Ly -VI
JilJJI r
ii >ti ^j-JI ul
f
. ^-bU
-VI
pL J^ ilr-VI ^^Jl ^/^uV!
^j» j^VI jl«. it-VI ^j-JI uj. yJ^U
-VI
J-jf- {rJj*- ^*-VI
JUIUJI Jt. ilx-VI
^ulJ) uj-» a^c ill- VI
wi-jj J_,^t iU-VI
^j-JI 0>fur*-*J —VI
^j-.JI uljjV -iOj* -VI
^j-J! JUi J.jy. V V|
^j-JluOjlj jJj;L wVI
^-JIJ^o^j^l
jLiL ^U Sli^vi ^-Jl J-U 6,> -VI
^li tfiU it-VI ^j-ji ^ ._i.;^ -vi
^rUI -Lj> iU»Vl ^j-JI jjXl Jj v vi
VJi» LLI it-VI ^^Jl JiJ ^bU -VI
J^JI 6-» ib-VI yt^-JI di,y O^.JJ vyVl
»U*. —L.JJ Sl:-V| <*>1| jiJLj ili.VI
^-Jl^J^ ^Vl
^j-JI ol^ ^j— VI
^^_J| Oj^ui'3j»- —VI
^j-JI jjl<- wUjj —VI
^-Jl fjJ V VI
^^jijr^-uy^vi
^,-JI jr^xy-vi
^j-ji r,v ^•s* -vi
^j-ji j~ri, jx- -vi
^j-JI j ojr —VI
^j-ju^r^^ii^^vi
•IAjUjJI ;^50 jl o^il ybltib o^a£ ^jl jl J^
.lie p ^ill ^UJ| ^ ^ l/u u 1 /^Vj\' i-jjdl
iLjjvll 1^. Xjfe ^J^ uUjII Jl>.jI ju* JLjjOl J^ll>
Jl - XTjLll» ojBI Ul . i^ujJIj Lurittlj STjLtll
^tfl ^Uj jLuiJl jldlj . Ljjl JUlUlj aU~ lia^lj
. L*xJ-lj £jjl<£a*7l^l^e SU$JL*LJll$a lit
,y Ujnij
1*0*7j ^-Jl *J^I SdLJ <JU)I
OtLJLo o# .U JjVI ^Tjlj ^LA'I
fcJU J ryJ Jj V <H)S J JUjBI 1 J*-« • oW 1
Ixuf&o Ij^i JL£tJI
[f.
^juI" IS I JuJ-l ^ r jjl |«li*
ij UUi 0^50 61 6" tf«*f *iV« J^.5Cu'l V»J
5HUW
cjj ^J5 ji^U> ^y ^. l^UlUV L-^ LiVl
U^^3 u\ y )}xj> f-'ji-l .!^Lj iJLi iijj* l-jfj
6*—J-u' ^Aj i-J>M ^~b • ^.^lc i)lc »e-rfJ »»jL£4) U^jC
D^LJI ^^J^l* /*-^^ >»^l—• ^& Ova^» ^a^JI 0'j-a>. Qvj
*ij ^'^ M^ oiU <<JyZ J,' ^'oa *fjp< t>*
OJJ Pjsjuj JiLlI *J>-Jb L^iil JjVI -x«JL' 01
*JU ^J5jii ^JJI s^JI ^* Ol^ ;ljj 41* JU-tj AJljO*.
zJ- £j UC* JJ2JI ^"^Ic ^ jUI 0V JJ£-^
*^jli-; oi ^u? iytr ju-vi J^ v jl» jOj ;lh
i*lDl IXA ^«,jJL> ^jI, ^-,JlA> 3UjdJ ^Jj^m^J
4 £\j&\ fy u
;^>i u&\ dttallj jlki\j lJu ^>_> \j j»f\ Vi c$V LU jjJI y ;>di fcUl dU; j^ „>l" ^a-
•^ j:—I i!.w ^y j,V J5^ju Vj <£alj I dL> iH. ^£~j aSO 1> jl3I ^y f-y*ali *~ly jl >_^*o *Jallj
^jl dU*-V jjy HxXL.* Ul iJ^ljj 6 1 ,£-» lj ^H fjHj »'y ^V' ufe* *r^ ^ jj-Uu ytl J» ^Jic
icU J*- ^.c ^y J»£ jj i«>aJl 6V la.it. ZyO ) d\j .0 d& jJ 6ls"
.,IU1I li* £iy ^"^ t^U^ > tfljdl j>ij> CUJ! or lb
V LJI j o> 0>U j>=" SI diliT ^* bli J^ 1 J* 1 r^ij W «y ^b^ <>r i'jr-M lr>
jiU y it as i^jj Jj c*3 iij k^ ^ii ^'j *^-> ^j <y -^ J»r o^ 1 <y "^. *»J
^J*j5iSs-\ Z>USCjj *sf\i *;OL .Ulj *jJj
,y v/»li
^'J ^^ ^^ *• B,y ^ r^ 1 t^-i ^
''
ji yua *~* j >jj *Uj ^ ]j ** ^ •^ v^!l °*^,J ic ^~' *^^ c-**3 ^ ^ ^ J ^jir ^!1
oliili ^u> jJj.Ui SjLij OLsVI ^/ClS .>UI & B J^ VrV^ Aj/ ^ «*Lj UL* a^5j &X
cyj JU-1 iO.1 Jjli aS 6*. <jl aH" lij^ bjl &^-> r U]J1 «y ^ ^ jUI JS ' I1 4 1 » u ' !l &>**'
du b w>i y £)ui uj aj 1 iii^-.-u j-^j vi 1 £>' J «o. 4 ^j juii ^^1 ^ diis ^
i^ J Jl>. V yu JiU .U UM. I, ^ ^U -^y -^M ^ ! dJj Vj J^c J ^^ 05 ^1
{j * ^5^1 JtJ^Jl ^Jl li U*. CiU ojUtl ^"il U^^ j ^Ji ^-^ , ^U "' *- r^ 1 ^^ 4
. ;li.l jj i Jjti v i tjj <^c "Ul r J < BU t taj j;i cu si .ui ^=- J
. .
. jc liLli . . . j?jVi 1^1—Ul Ur-ji c »i
... « .,, <L , ^„, .», , .1, 1. t U,l5dil oj.L^Ij c*t> IjjI .UJ ,.VI J>s° Uijl^Ij i^,aill dlra^. ^5CJ iJl^j ^j l, Dl^j ^1 J
p
-
' ^ ? • '_
,
,
• • 1 1 -1 1 1 1' r*i 1 "11 U *Jlj ll IJLUaJI jlII 6IT Uj J- ic^w jJj J
ifiui» ^>jj y -^-y U»-«J uii u*ij jj ju ijij^i tf" v " ^ ^ jt
\ - , ... *:)Lj LtljS 6^j Cxi»-j *JI j>aii jU^*-V ^ly
^j^-d Ijj^" 6l L—Ju Vj j^JI Sj^i. Z*£ jl-9* 1 ^Jj JUtiJIj A'T'b' jUijl^^ll . li* j cs>'J^ J^*-^
.^Lall J ir^lj o ^M5 ^JJI u'jVI 6l> -^1 ^1 I, J ( 6-i-r 6C
^1 JLpjJI ^U jjjH ^ 11 C LJI auj ^ ,j31 #*-t- J6 -rr^ ^)l ^
! J^ 1 -' sT^'
1
V ;a>l_A *V L;-^ 1 ^ & «JJT ^ ^r:^ 1 ^^ 1 *^ ,J ^ U!l s>'^ *A ^' ^ ^Jlj ^- 1<U
.b^j jji. ^ ^ jc .Ullj 4U*i t iJ*> ij^ 1 ^i 1 *x^ r^^
1
^
u
^
u11 ^ u * 6^ d^:' ol
i^jj i^ai
r
v» j^ju
r
y jujj . j^ji J^ ^ *w^ jf^ ou-i-^b i5^^' z! Jj] t£ ^r
^j^i
^ r
y>!\\ yOl di!S ^ ^ Ua)j ^y^ i-^ i> Jrf- 1 4U- Jc ^j> SU >T,iy .Ul I
JV iJL*j ;^^ o> jb j o isi ^ «^ cyi -aj'^ 1 ^ J* (iV 6^ Jr5
. <J^TS U ^j (ij S)j|JI dltf^ juiJJ'j l^ 1 y» *i^- >l^J J*U ^y ij)j>l *»-j a» iff l)^*&\ dib" jj
^iT ^J i^iA w9>y ^^5C" J^-b ^* Ul \*\j-o
$J\«j*M \t J c djUOl BJ^
:
^ax?j JO 6d^j iSli XaJJH
viJWI sJLJI 4 wJUJI i)a^ ^ rV VI ^5-Uu fjalljj ^/ db la,. U ^a) j
I I — Al Iraqi
i W >
ilOi. i.LS'^c.^jLi-lJjl
•^ jo^j ea~r^ ^ >** v> ^j- ^ a^ h
JbeiZ-J diUj jljJI sift jjaj Ju-lj fcjjdl J^>J
x^ jl j»-I *^x u ^jjjl -|^| t,yfj ^ju ^^
<i' U-lj } j ojAI iljti jlfil J^L> jj^ i^r^iC *L.j u^>- ^s"! jji-9 Jib ^_j- U^ C^i rJ J^'!? U^c
: ^fcJl ^1 Jc dUS Zjj
_r^JI 2uuJ» £»UjSll <y \+jr e Ji*j ^±JI iUj OpjJIj ul^3
^ I *J o# $ill o>ii ^ cbVi UP IjuJ V"^ ^ ^ u,-» ' ^ s*^ V
1^
iUTUl. i» Liu I JLCJbC, o^D nkJ^, wai •^ ^j^- 1 Jc -^ ^ ^•beil ;:JUI °^ !
^pjjij xiair gUj^i uUf .ijj-v v&w ram ^ u*J l^ V^ 1^ 1 <y ^ ^ -~*' u/^ jiii
^j ±1 S-rui Ji f ^ dte #J ^jli ^j : ¥^ >^ / u!l ^
jjlf u> i ^ ^j ^ ^-i J*^ , l^l^l ^}fc£| JciJUIl ijjll £»>iJ - \
iJi^d w-»j^ oIaa» *5"^dl tj^lj • AJ <*o\>- l^a*"
^ji c^i w u» ^ui z*J\j r uyi ^j l^trf ' 4Zf^Sj "Xt^ CI
a >. ^rjj . \£j^$ i>.\>. % OjjUii ^b^> <i j*.«iJ j jTSii *>.jii jc i^fe ;r^dl j^js*. oi a«j
Jj^Ui ybj C *rJOi ) ^^i ^yG ^j2> jjJLJl j~» Ay. \p\}\ J>y^\ Jc aJLJI UUJI ^Jl ^b*l
^^JO ^M\ cr^-^ y ^-^ jf^.J Sj^Jll jjiJI Ji^V» j V>-Ijjj wJaNj icU^ ,.1 r Ua« ^IT
^sC^. jiyft d|ji j^y^. J ^Ju ;r^i j^ oi ^ ^J • ^ u!1 elA ^^ J^ *"/••• ^ ^
j>ii Ujuj ^o2f jji ouui ^ Jifi y ^ ^ l5>vi ^ b tf^' ^ ^s *~r
Cj^J-j to ",y 1^
r
aiLl XT^iJI 6B V^JlCil UU ^' J ^-J 0j^" aii ^ eiA ^^ ^5ai
ojun >>. a
r
^ ou>j o^i >, i'c^ iu r a;j • (^ Jl *** } ^
r ?/' '
'
^' ^
j^ yi »V» ar^n i,j ^-b jji ^iiLi ^ 4 ^ j 4® #w **-* ^ W 4 ^ *
ijSl! i.Uyj J^jJI -JlsC> ^ \^ \>J~ l^ili
4 JM £
Xjs>=l~4J UjjLall icl~*»<i J.-»wJU — ^-Jl vl^jj
U^Uli iclx^> j J»-iJll — ^laiHI jjIj Z~>j
Ojjlall itU^ jj J^«lJll —
(_r
«~l)l iLc jJJu sJ^JJ
^LoVi JUL* J j^«r—li — utOI jjjo j^jj
. ^»JI jOj £j* rj*l~il — ^~*—II vl~0
. wJiJl' AXAI jy* ^ t: jsel^j.1 — JtlA' jy>- Z^j
jijj ^i jIjj r—li jij <f ^u ^ ir^\
d>
j *, A? Jll oUI iv*UH OIT^II
u-U i^^-dl »i* j:— lJ jla* . J^«!l
+*fr * • U )L~.i« jLo f •/• ejjJ Ju
ix- J dllij jb-lj jbji j^l l(nJI :LJ i^'jj^-
Ijj ^aSCj V iJLil li* uIj l^jbb u/IaJI yuli £**»
^1 l^j ixJl 'j jl~o a*/-" «il Juji ^J^ 1
ju> o ^rri if jin Ju ji ^bj ^j^i ii*
l^lyi wJ!^>.l U iJUII >ZjyJ\ k\JkZ.J\ L J.IT r^
. i„„L»j X-c Ix* j^jj ,-liail O^j ^
j5"S «l> o^tll l^dyb UUtl £j$J\ rj^ Jf Uj
. i^ ^>ij ^ii Li jvi i>m
: y ^>^? ^)l Ul^ll Ojij'i - »
4 JI^JI $> NT
^J jJi 0* SI OL-~N JJI ^ .V>* 61, orb jjl c^b *>» LjJLil~i - a^lil! j^jJI li» j*l - 2i>H
. J^UVIj J^l'u Jj c^Jlj Jill. cJuo o-A 1 <^»J <> L-xT l^j . OuJic fljWj
SLJ^ttl i*il ^ L50 S^ rW J Ul r ^ ft^ ^CJ^ ^ ^^ }J^ V ^
tLu>tfSII ^)l ^ w*3 eo* p fW ^ JUUI ^ ^- °rj • ^. U ^\f
i^ikii ..u 6i y> joi j^yi j £>j -^ iik> ^ : ^^ c< rjl •*' «y B J| >JI L^5 s* rri
A* J3' c^ ^u -^ &j* ^*c lM '^ vu ujj* oir Uj iu- jj u J,i i&ji 6j>i^
c^> J^ji a a, ^ s ru W^ ' * J> rfJJ > ^' >e ^ JH »> O. w
....
.,
, r " _„ .7 . ... , a^ r l—^ja5 ^ -^ • -^ ** ^ *JL*j ~**JjJul I Ky u«j JIajj . ,j.J»Ail Jl 4>jjj jut fJU L» l a
i" - i i t"-i .-j u • -II ^ ft? 1 6I ^ ,a~- ^ c& ru J* ^^
^ i - , "41111 . f ,2 1, ^ ^* Jl^ ^ ^r ^ ! > ,J ^>^
^ ^ ^
,
...
,
Jl >U 61 ^jJ > ^Jl rJ5l Ij^l • UUUI
\u pj\j UJc ^Jl tiJJI -as j>»j M^ ^IL &l ^Ijuj
u^LUi j 4-a*ll CjT\^\ Sjlj y U-^l 01 o^j
^^ u ? dlj^ j 6^ , j ^u ^^ m #li *j| ^j,-
^Jy b">-^r • JU' ^Jl d 1 w^iJ Ljft 6>ul i^^ji rlc J Aj , ^^-j J|jj| |j^ ^ gey -^|
U^ti Jk-I il J.1 & I** & JijU\ 0(Tj V^1 . r5C*. iJjLil ^Mil o^^ 01 ^j OIT ^5C! j
^Ji JL-^ 4il*l iL^DI ^1! ^1 \>tljB
^
' \ " / .". "...
Ol . lull (3 iuj ijJU-l AJ mJS \ Y» • ^jjlL U ^ " " .
\fjt ^mui j^ 01 ^ u_r iju oici ^bdi ; . " * ' ' .; * ...
01 O__oj . . till s_Jua2>
_j* Z&fij J**$\ j <Jj*-—i „ .
a L-^j» B J» 0u*'3 S^UJI IxjTj xjU; ;oc lio^l
Ui * - 1 - 1 m - 1 ••!•*- * i—^y W poJ 0' JJj ObJI l«cv*oJ ju^j 1 l^*j
iljUl LjlTj dlJ^u ii b^J jjlli
rj>
JI Jj "
(< nW1
^
^*J
-
'
juji Ju-ij
rj
^i so-t, .uiij 4JG i>r ^1 orj ^>* ;-^ dr-' > ,,ou ^" l ^r ij^
rf
TjLi» J^r l_i HI UI . ^IS31 O^j O^jc ^^ ^ • lA t> ^ l-J s^ ^ 0^^ • ^rai
«jb ^jji Ji> pi j^r j, ^^03 rrs • -W 1 4 x^ Z ^ lr' -^
• •tjrVl 6trW ^J 1 i>rUl .L-dl l^sOj jb^fc c^ii jtri v_y,Cii ^k-i ,ij
.. .1. ,. r t i- 1 - ^ j'iftVl io U liSi^-li • o«j ^Lill bi5"l ro«l j>JU
• Ojc^y ^-7" (^
J^ji >•> lor jU or^ ^-l (lUH j 01 jf^flJ-l ^ I ^ iL
rfilo»Vl t^-H-l • ^5C(I JjAiMl *ir 4>iJ JU»jlljJ 4-U^I »i*J jiiil
4 W >
!5ydki\9
M B ^
. l^t^aJ ji j) 3jl £j
(_r
.JLiII Ultfj • LL»J IjJ^-l
|i j>^Jj ijf-Mj |«5L,Vij uj~9b Li ji ^ jl-j x»l Jo
( :l_cju3! ^juII ) ^-jlJII Ji«. jji u' Ja» J*ji ^
^fJ'j «-»jJI Jl 31 i>-Lj^JlT jj-jlSI 6' iiyij 'i*
^JLJl~
r
ilt-l JI Ujixcj . illx* U*. UUo lijjtf!
IJL_* J JU^I (OlJ-l ^Jl J^ Jli* •>!> ^~tf
-«Cc^l jM jl»: ^Lli
iS~* J i a* i. jJie . SJuaX-I
ii ss.xr lJ . *j ^r jij ij . Jljj
SJUI
r
l-V .IV I aU ^ Ulj> -.f >T rJ, Jj
^£31 ji ^xSOj . 4_2u u'^t lillael Jl5 uIT dili5"j
. 3 ill l«-U. ^^^ ^^
2xL -jJIj ~xX:* »\gJ\j \)*c J*\
^jl-l lil j^Tj • J^^l .li»j UJB Oi5CJI uybj
v ^j cui ^i ^ ji)i jjrt . r?5C^j ^^
. i^l ^r ^ 2j>-U" Jj*^ J^U &jl Vl jl |I
Cj' ^J-^ Oywlj ^"VjIj jL-iUl ulTj • ^^I <i>-
z^-£\ Si ^M _ . uivis-i c^y ^>ji
i-^jl s^^' -^—A3 Ijia «^j Ij-J U Jt^l ij~Zs. LsV
OjjrW?»M> Jl» f a ^lj juU-I X^LLl rJjlj U 1
. Vjji
Vl » >Uk:^ iJC dL ^Oj <jIj>. ^y >i^J»=*
a
-n#lH c^jJ* J—^ »»-J ^1 JjU-I* ? ^jJIj uj^j
I^J il^j »V)a ? l^y juj ;LUI £lJI <i^jAj
V U I ^ftb»j Uo)l ^jl*^-y j>* lyli [fl • «- 1—»-L»
^ «5>l 5 ^Uf ^V)* »: Jyj jjUI O^ Jc VI
• ojvi^ ;j\4 Jy icU 5Jj» "t^-^* a-^ ^^ <J> l-^l*
4'jjl *
iZJj* IL5CJ ;jbJLI cXi)\ Jl >L-j :>IjJLj UT
i$\ JLJ Jl^ _JlL . olU-l i JjVl iJU* ubCi
Jla
,y S^yLiil oUll ul • lLii-1 If Uj^-j :>IjjL» iUT
^jj^lj JLLJI ;L.J-I J. r^6-^ ^^ uj* ^L-^'
Jf j JLoV ^»'^' J OliuL> «JaJ jl . dili Jc
I^J-J u' (j>j>-' S-jJw *Jal~) *A_A ,y Jiel t»-\i
IA J^ V ^L dli3J ^Jdl IJ vl-UL, dAll^i ii-UI
j^ usai ^ ^vi cuf.i j j « j^-ji » uui
jr j ju v . \!u ^ ;uut jjUfUi j^/ j
^l/JI ^JJ&c (i 0}-^ Ou-te" jl u-^h 3yJ» ul fl*
&x ^>%> cja *^ —^ SK ° S r^ J* ' V^ 1
:>j* ij^i . ;ybi3l J i^jJI _UVi ;jj^ j iJiju:^
^>VI ^-jIjlH ^ j^jj/ ,i 1 l^b *-j^ o^ ^
;^jjl> ^* J^^j 0* — M »H 0' - j»-UJi ^y^'
,> r
>'j SjJ^Jil> Ojfj-JI .1^1 uM UTi> oyB
lOjC*. ^y diliT J^Uj .jiUI jlU> i«j;< j SiOidl
^ Jll oIjp SmU .Hil ^"^1 i^ill .1LJ Sy^li
Ji Xc V^*^ «^'ij V^—' ^J ***J ' ^^~" J6 ^~^"
r
W ^ let ^MUI Jc ,>jj ^l r>UVlj . Ultl
O'^-C Jc lltJI i* iSf^J <J\J\ <t-*[\ {f- ^9cJ
i^utj .U.01 j o^i^i .iav ^> oi* >jj\
Oil JJ jJl« • J^la^J lp> Uajl IfJbrJ Ol^l^l
l^lj^ J«s=J jJL-jJI «-^r J^1*UI -xif ^1^ i^Tulj
• 0>.lj ul ii i-JuJaJj ^^aJ i— Iji »>^^ ^r £x* <S\j
O^-i-l Uc i-ljjj ii^c JL>-y JoL— V Jjliall j
juf ia»jj ;jj5Cll CjMVI ^jju-|j ;^jj- ^aj oUIIj
.dl)i jl Uj^^5 ^ ojUjtj r^LI j^li-l *1^. ^131
o^J«o 'IVI iL-^ iftl*JI ei* ^.-^j itt ul dU^C^
OIT JLjii • ^} CjUjI J4m J »ju J aU-4 l^^ j
liCrMl oWM ^ju.1 j oUllj O'^l ^U I'St-'l
J iii-l ;jl,— li> ^Ijuj iJ^Ci. ilaij Jl j-jlJu ul JJf
.^Uw^jliUjjJI^^ilHiAj AOIl^JuLI
di^-V \ij l^Jiii'
^r
«»-j oj\c50l „:ly sjfj 4^J
lilj oyWI
^rj 1 -^! J i^y Jf* di?*'j -^' **' V
a^ ^JlU jO . o^a.JI OU5CII ^L^ j Ji* c^I^
o s^UL?- vIj^C -x>-yj ^1 Iaa j ^l—i-l *5jj
^^yi Jb.1 ^^ Ji^ - ^1 ^ V - Ujuc J^-v
OjCj diiJuj Uc .ai wX-jj ^uii-i ^j>i j,i^
JLlie jiJ V ^ »IJ^^ **^ -^j5 ^ -!^*' J^->
^fV *-~w ijS id* a>-jj oo^ll Oyl* . '^4j
IJU! oUflj ol^l^l *4>U. ^aj ^J^ i^-> &
.juj^ j^ ju jc l^jjO UtLJi w^-'>' J^Jb s>J-N
j i-^jJI ^Uc^r-J i-jlLil *Jjji>« jJiJ i^y ^llUij
4 jijji }
?b£>£l->
)~
*> * v ^%
dli Vj jIjJI JU il^Ju. . ^53 jb J^-jJj jU!
^Jtc iL»j J^lJIj v^ildll jlCl j^?J Jaj'ji j'jJI
\?j S&- -ill ^ "cJ\ Jlj*. H5CJH .i* J *J$Q>\
i^\j U>Yij UJI l^ ^>Vi oLidl j ,ji U»
^jii LLli J5C. ujJlkj|^j^^UI i' ^UJI>.i.ujJlj
-5^y Cjc j*-V-> <ir~ a" "-^ ju~£l~ ^c 'yu li*
^ol 3 (fc*\> \j*j oli iiA Jl ^kJi ^^Vlj jl 4J^>. j\
*J^ 1 ufr J ' i^J^'j (JUJI w>LoijJaiU- 0l_jOj <ij^
jl» :>Ijuj IX o\t dll Vj tfj dUl U5Caj Jjs->
. eli-l ^.|y KJiu!S. (J, SjjJiil ^jil J-a-JI Zj^y
jii-l ^yj iiljjjl Ob
^s"^ jfUJ J^J'j.i-UjJI p^-J^
c^^^^f ^^J f*1*51-' • V3 ^ a* ^y cr*^ J"^->
VIjUj fcj-l obUJIjJ^-Vl (fyu*^U dt-JJ ,1 U
y uj^Cj ouc^JI .bVl <£# utjjl jjjJ» <y Vl Jb
.J^l JJ ^ o^jv^- p-P^ 'y*?^ S-*^' ObLljVl
^»iJ JjVI oUI J JljaJI y L^l ol JUj
_ii7 ul l^i*^ U C*Um»j uLUI »y ,y l^j (< ^Jj
^J y i^jOj J«i . J\)\ i_ty^. y^. ry> j.UI
• f-jj .bJli-jj^j .U-50I J 4)j .l»ijillj A^SZ.\\ j
Vj dl) j,ju^ ^. dUlT , rl5C:3 U ^ ti f^-
^i «ui»l JJ ^ G^ e |j^ dll> d^LJ 5ll-,l ^.
ki
I^tUj^^y jJljr. idij j^CrJIXxjl *Jrl l^ uj^
iiLUIi.ii)l IfljbdljV^ JU?.;JtjJI UiMJ iUf-
1
*>-U J wJ UaJlj '^ ^.O V Jll <J^aJI t—IjjJl U>>J
^j l*ij*-j jxj^li^l^ll I^UL Uwl dl.jYj.4JI
.dl^ij iJLsdll jj/ 61 Jliil iJa JdU^Lj c^jljdl
Jji ^-U I iy-J 4^L1 4jUj u*VI dUUIj »l
?
. U^Ii^
^lU dlU . ^Ljlj >j\l ja^j JJcJI ^ JJ|
jJUo lilj • r- ^JJI IjU dU Bjj*aj U Ua . <Z.jz Ic
JrJ sjuT o^ cJ) owJi Ji w>'j ^uvi y,
. USOl .i* ^O-fe j jcY I OftUI 4) u> dljl J^ jyj
4^^ Jc UU Ulj^ii jLall y iJlull ii^l Ji-JLlI
ic^-L^^^U-Vlj oi-l w<U}Uj ^y^» <j L$C^ 4-i^i.UI
4 j^illj ojdsCjVI xJ- <Zi\)**a cJ>*£ $* • *«>-J Jc
lc iaJ-l Jul . JU5" ^^^aJ ioyJI yj &> l^3y\\ {j* iij
U>U cJa>- £jy~» ulc jy* jft^l 4J.5OI Sjbl 4JU Ic
oJi^c Jc (^jt* . t^lyJI Vj»" tf 4«-lj JjljL^ i-jjdl
jiiaj JLJfcNj J^ljJl -J« JjVl i' utjj-T 6b b juu
l^lylJe w-»l oWL j>cJI dlliTj «4UJI obJI» y*
JT jjiiJI ^Li> VUI 4^jlJI Jc JU\I ibjlj
• I^juJ Ic J^ly> j«—J i*jU Sjl^l U Jju k 1.1*
Jj—
>-l 4»li> l^lf 4jUJI eOA J 4—.IjjJl -iyillj
JlU \^ c*-h wJlU ^^J AcU^ Jc ^y^ $1 JiJ
. »Ju>»^J Jc \i^t* u_j5CJ it- "VI y* w«aj
y£ O'j oUI ^ ,y jttl jjlkll Jl J^oJ
Jljjl f
Cj\ ^jZ. Jt dLJi *! cJ& • c£-x~> JU-b <jl t£JuJ
UiH Jc J*\j Jl J».jl ^i^ ;jn>«M) <££- Ic Jjj£
>ljj-l «>• <^l »: Jls «utlc £•* Jlil llj aJ.c C.1>m ^96*
rf uITj 6VI J 1 V J^S Jl>" Vj jfiVI j V::^
Oil? ,-feAVlj -Joey • l^ic Jc l*«yr J^ -j*- l$U> !
^•Vl ufc"j l^it Jzj UUL. vi» j^U .LAI jj £J&
jJLu V yj L_c Cu*l ^Ul JtTi « JJtfJ Jly>o »
"J-^* ;VVl OjuJ jJUJI ^j| 11j 1*^1 & Gu^:
0* i 1^ 1 F./£ ^ "W ^^ 4 ^ l* \-J.j' ^^ ^
^>.l jt » Jyj L_A^lj J>s" lT^> £* Ojb lij
dJU>Ub jjill J dU^xl Jjaa J^aj Zi^J bl iJt*-.
^0 I ^SC~I ^Jlii . db.l^5Cj dlkli^b J-JI j
^ju-VIj ^-iJ J^OaIc jl JL.J Jt *iLcj (J, *xk ly-»
JU-l -v>j JUi . (p^l Jl VI tpu juc VI £sly
*J>
XjJlA eJU»- i£i? ij* u' w*c' cil • ©Jl>-I> *^* _^o»Jl
^
.J-j j l**\j ju j ^ tl ii-u- lj lyc jJUi
wjL'l Z<*£** Jac jlL Ific 4lV:>b <~j£j ejljricl JUjIj
juJi . i*;iii. j*>i cJij Ub i^jc u« ^i
:
r ai ju*j
l^^j Iajjc If- ^JjuI^Ij l^Jy^ l<I«k*.l ^jj| £j|
. Sl—i-l ,.VT ^UJj jj\ ij\y ^jjS ^j \fj)
fOjtt AT*Jail .^ J^ ^aII J6l lij -ult lJLi> ^«J
^Jj ;_^lb j^ilj J^U-Vb JVSVi Jjuuj ^Jl
Jlj lylii olij aj ji-l |T .XH jw <C*.J ^1 <bj
jJJuj l^ju, l^ic J^^a^ii Sjjt»Vl U|.&\»J *lj»- fy\
J, i:jx. l^Ju C-ljJ ^ *^VI ojJiii jl^Vl dilljl
of\ o* jIjJVI O.Llj l
e
:li- Kl)^ jJ^'jIi l^L-i
l^t^j Jt ^j ^jjl £> tjb j VI ^ Uj dilir
^Jl ^IJI
^50^^ iIa j^i . ^jii Jiii ? .yyi jft .i^ii ;^
U^ULlij UJj^j w-j ^^ j^jl 0l Jc >jc j ^l^-J^i 8
Juill » U>
r
JiUI JUi ? uj^l" bli bV 1 -i^
C-jU -J^ J-I Jl*» ? uj5U ,ytMtf|j Ijiuc Jjl»l u 1 jj>»VI
ObU^il lili lr j-UI aJl! ^*j l^~j fcjl ryi J,
J I J^-*3 l?Mj l?: A».l dl^j ^ lr:i5d- lAb.rf>jj If.lJ
x*.jl' £jlJ1 ^ ^Vi ^Vr ^i dili (? lili i«au
*!> Jl _*i u 1 Jj-Jl ^JLj Jj dUi j^Vl ^y^U-U
Jl I—AjijJ JjJ^Vl ^^ if—Jb ilil AlJUL ^s-lj
ui^» aU ji«j >«vi axc ij«^^ ui jc iy^ (^ ^*v
;juVi ^_>u j>.Ji dUS ^ > . p£* >\j>. pf^j
: uUI li—* ^i^^JI v5^»-l J JU»U »LH jj JjU
U^
,y iJCJi J « J^Jjl uCJjl » ;jn>VI j-^JI ^>y
« j:i;y ji^ » \t j\ Ji ;^-Vi ei* £>j\ jiJl
ul
-Uj • c5^j ^y ii-SB^all *l>j^i JuX- Acj j,lj»frl>
JuaJ uU:*' j vljjii j-VVl oi» jLil ,^-jjaj jUill
^jJl: ljt-1 O^-o* • SUI^I J ;jl>-l Jjl jjb r-UaxJl
tUill Jljjl i fejU cjS' U
r
LVl jl-^.1 Jj
«W_ M^-j cjLJl ol Jji; <yoU. JJf* il
^
:5^
I » : $& jujTj jc UU ^ju uu J>-Jl ^ij J»-
£~.j£* illj- J, Jti> Vj (jj^^ *^*j JU- u' l^-*^-
^jgl i>\ J IS J^>. J,l SjjuVi JU-I tiiJl J^ j?^ y» ISU
CtjA^ VI IfJ ^llcl (I iJU «i v^.ji«> I jvi^? JITJ
^ii- ^jjT lij . pfj* I^ sl^Ci i>-liJI ^fye&\j
^y C^»b ^j J,l Z~-JJ p^> ac ^>151* ^,aJI
^jb j »yilij M_>-j l>tS 0u?Hl Jl*j ul *1*V. ^
J». JU.H J,l ^J-_ JJll >J±* OlTj • tJ^* JJc Jc
. ISCjJ i laic *J b'j^ vl-«*-~* jJa-* Jf'Sj J I ^i<rf>J
^ uj • uH4 k 1^ ^ ^^> ^ ^>'& J^
^•1 AjUli JjJl jJj C—-**•»-' til JjAj \iyo z^1 ul
ybjJI ^x* ^Jl cXf ji^Cj U ^il \1* J U 01
« \yJj l» ^SLJ r>l <y jJ^I 01 £JG Jl5j
^^j f (ix (ij ^»li-i JjjIIT ^Ui j mi-i, \>j>.\j
. l^ **"l ad ^JU l^i ^ Jb-lj "^50 ? o^Jiil oi*
»-^J ^ ^ ^^ *» VSjJ Ijj ul (*f«-*j Jl> f
«JU*a* OjJ\&- *f \&lo3 K~iy- 1*j j~~ J,l /"^'j w-Ji.l'J
CfA (5-lAJJ *-» f^JJ *JI *£" Jli' Ja«-> l^'l5Co
Z& $ y 4^ J* u\T J*> .^Jj ^Ml VIJLJI
^ ibjlj Uj-W I jui ^jjl J £~^lj J"^" eJj *J'
£j^' <i^J *—^ ^ «i*" '->** s^ 1 5,i^ ^ ii*
j ^1«>-J Vi^ Je tw *l *»' _^*J ^ 0' S' SJU-
Sj>llj Z>^jJu\ U^ <j <0)l JL* lils U-Uj Ajj\j C^oj
c-ljl £jll I jjvi l£JU. ^
!)8
*JyO J I^Ci* -cUI ^JSy^ J,l ^Uji
J^-Op j ^i JljL^I I jj^lj £ju iob» j.
I
Ij-U JUj i»^j ^J^J yJuylj ^LUI ^> Ua» ^j^V
J^uJ> ^A^l ^1 jjlj ^1, o^oXj OITjVI JU.I J
Jc \jj£-A pfiJaZ CZj ^ Cx.jtf' Cjyj ^ Jj}\
.£.J\ Jju.1 OIojj ^Jl juo! 01 o«j j^Jl^r ^-5^
l-H >VI Jl. 5j Cos ^ ^a>.l ^1
j-jiV au« ;^ ^ Jo azjj\,\ dUu' Jl OjiL
L.fbU jC±\j \f\Sjl uJjJV I^VI J j^ j^lll
& mj aJI^ j^iO j *-iJ Jy»-I lilt t5JJI S^J
Sy\ J^j\ lij • A_jJl1 .Uc JUj Jc ^ujl U Jlil
A_ilj ^-jji jfe"i:-l J Sj\^>. JJ Ji^'j tJ-J-^
i—xJI Jaa) 0U^>^ J^ J*^ j Uliail Ic J^Jilj
«uil *5Uj o^l Jlii
.
Ui'^-I ^-b ^^L Ju^ j^J jSlj ^Uoi: ^jJL^ ^Llll Jl j>->.j l^jiUi ^ J Olii^j
4 4^1 >
f^od^^^v
-U-LjS p^b ^ ^Ll ^ ly*-^ |»,J1 l>*£~j Jr
f ujj^J V ^j b£i bu. ^lEIlj.bVI .v>* ;j;
J^l uli ^Vl »l$^1j J *Xj3l Ja«J Ij^l Ob p^*
tSj s_ij—J be«tf>l liU < LV p.f»uC it t5^>*^-' »^b
J, 1 uj»jlc /j Ji«ll .J» II ,J~- 01 JUJ . bV'l »V}A
. »bVI .V}* SU iiU >i*j . • . OkjUj
b'li . Xi^l j JJU ^^ l^j f.bl 1^ 01 VI
j~J ^j Oj-U-j uj^I^Cj V ^ .bVl .V>* tf <J)
Jl p.*.l_J u^Ujc dUi Jf
^ (t-r^b f^ £*'£
p^bl i.^ £JU «l».IJ1 .Ijoli 0I> OyuL:* ^V ,j-j*jIi
p^U / ujjJb .kVI y i&Uall »i* »bli
(•f*?* J-* r^
J
-^ ^ **-** "^ ^ ^^
*j^liJI
<iJ*\ J»-" I^Ur jj>- »-biU fcJjl*^ f-^JJJ
.
'|jT juj ^ jJLllj iilEllj
• Vy> Oli • £j>» Vj l^ ^J^i ^bV .b VI .V>
ol J-
1 <J r*-?*^ ^i* -*"* (*rV •-'y "^ *J-^' »bV
inlial* *j\jJ icJ«Jj »_j^lj«jl J^». l^cjc j V ii^-Jj (•l-^>l
sjlIj
^r
jz j ^Jk*j ^ill ^Jl f-Ul j/vi y
. JiJI jjl«JI *ajLI -i *fV lc 0^»iw ~:V
WJI ^
^j:rii j .ft I y OCijiU ±Ju V
^
A .bVl ^Lu. 01 o*U Jll
tf
*j J,jVl / O
]
Joj\ jcj Ju ^ .l "vi ^i *r^ U
lei .bVI SiU- 0> JiiuJ jyu JUbll U)l Ul . jJlj
cjjtfOj Jill^ 0,J^ JjVi ttUJI j .|,VI»
Jc jci:!|j dUS O^^aj |^j ,j-.l* Jy Hi ojUolj
SU-
r
j>l!l ^jj^l iyfll J J^ ^^J Jo pr~iJl
i^/ll j^bL. Jr l ^j p.^1 ^ ctill ^jL-^I
.
i^IjjJIj *Jj»-^> li^Jl *-*ij3l 1^* jUo' Jc 0^rf>^4
Oji-I ;^tls 'I '^ 'Vy> j*io p^ll oL>- ^
r*\j y* ^jUl jc jj^i Oj^^ju ^.uoii fckii-i
,_j^VIj J^"^ Lib 01T ^j Ojj^i L» «j.^> ^ (n°-£
>ly j p^cj ^ O^J^ jl 0j^£ Ul /j L'l^:j
Oy Oy>Ull »bVl .V)* JJ^_ UjI j^I Ij^-j
Ouj p,^ J^ jjU i^l bjx> p^jl lyu^J p.^11
• °^^: U J-»
j ,j«iJLJ p^U ^ juu . I x^Vl .V)» jyi> Ul
*$&s jw .b\'i .Vyk^^- aoai Cjbii -i*
al Lo» VI
r
i ^ V Otill ji^Vl o-U^j ioU
P*1Hj ^^1 «>^ ;^LH ^11 ^jl^ll ei—* J^
OjijJibbVI ^V)A by-fa* jl^-Vl .Vy> J^-b *aIj^
P2o.
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OjuA^WJ
^.jj g^ j/^jJl
^aIj.1 J-pU- ! JL-J1
(_£^Sv*»*]l ^*«>- Ju~JI
^>-u *L^ -L*Jl
JL^I j>J! jlp jlJI
Jjl^aJl _^*Vi JuPwLJI
^L^ ^Jy Ju-Jl
^^wa^l (^r JUs£ JL*JI
(_£ yW&3-M 7l***fi -L*^ -L.*JI
oUjUjI? dLU jlJI
SiL.
-La~JI iSjy -L-JI <ul>ti
JUL1 jULI jlp j~JI JU.
Jl^l J^tt jUI Jl~
(_£jU—Jl ,***y X±£- Ju*JI (J.bt*
(_£^,«j*jl
(
jh*0A JL*Jl <JU*
_
oil a*~- ju-1 jlJI SiUv-
oJjj>- (^L- ^a*J1 S^U*-
JlS j^fl _,S"Li jlJI 3:>U-
JL**Jl 7-\~fi Ju-Jl S.il*~-
<Uil JLp jUI jlp jlJI SiU-
Ju*\ yJukJUl jlp jlJI SjU-
*j+pj .ujIjlp Ju-JI 5iU—
^«jUJI ojp -u-JI Sal*-*
.Jfcll ^jJI A e*')\
(£j+jh\ i£jy J^-JI SiU--
jUlSL-lT jl&> jlJI
f tkfc- a^-^^lj u*-*^' oi^**- Ji (^v
«*
cc
S3
(^
<3£
W KowflB:7C5W* a'akS*
Sk>
K
4
«=
j-LJI ji>I jlJI
Q*p JJl_^>- ^>j's-\ -lJI
ajlj (j-UI jlJI
1
(J*>LS0l ^'U? j~>- jlJI
b jlj^ll ijli wLJI
i
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-uJaJI^U jlJI
(^^•Wl <ai1 ~lp jlJI
il^ ^y-j^ JL-JI
^L> ^iyi crd^ *V^
^jwk^l ^i>-J^£JLjl
-9-)\ *lj>- JU^ JlJI
JJU JL^st J~Jl
1&>«ffi— s
Oj&jdjl
aa-
j^u* O^v*- Jw»*JI A/«l>ti
J*U J-pLH jlJI Jl~
^Aj jjj7 JwJl Jbw
^.IajJI Xp Ju^ -lJI JU*
IpI ^jl^ » jl>- jlJI JU*
^U-l ^Ul jlp jlJI JU*
^jUJl O -^aj J-*Jl (J,bw
OjJ^*Ji (J**^ J—J I SiU**
**>Ul Ju^ JLJI 3^U—
4-Sj^ J^JI oil*—
iJaP C J ^U- J^~JI 3iU*»i
^jwi^l J^lS"JU£- JL*Jl oi\**m
{
£-\s dyill Ja^s^ wUJl 3iU—
JL> .tlJ J^Jl 3iU*-
7-bi c£j>* J*^' SiU-*
<ojl^x£ J- jP jj^jJl
<jL'bj>- «-jjTU j^jJI
^ jUaJl (j-sW"" £-?~^
iJaP Jil^JI JLp m^II
juiJl juII jlp /^Jl
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